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&i 279, l4:14b) the~ have groundlessly taken ,lightlY~~ their

selection. Most of the tz'u-shih (prefects) are soldiers or men who have
.. ...

\

\ earned merit (in batUe?)( wu-fu, hSlin-jen~'i.J~,A.. or a capital official

1\vho is not able to perform his duties who s ~ then sent out to the provirx:es.

Among the (military officials) who a~e (~~ :break through the enemies

lines--couragea~?) and bold (l~)and who are talented and strong, they

first are appointed as chung-lang-chiang( tat> IJ~ ), and only second
J fl'!J As for posts on

after that are they appointed to posts in the chou (pref.).mxxxs the frontier,

~e treat these positions even more lightly. As for those people WhO~ tal~ts
are fit for occupying the position of magistrate (tsai Wei?~~1[2 and who

can be selected for office on the basis of their virtuous b:kavior, we cannot

--------obtain one out of ten of them. The reason why the pe~ee are not at ease

(secure, under control, mian~~ ), is really because of thiS (situation).

J, ~l~t~--. In the time of emperor~ (650-6884). Wei HsUan-t'Ung~tj.iJ
~submitted a private memorial on the fact that the Ministry of Personnel in its

selection of men for office (son'go, hsUan-c~) was not exhausting the-
right methods for obtaining the right men. The memorial said:

280, l4:15a) "The¥ various states (kingdoms) of the past are equivalent
did

to the chUn and hsien of today. The scholars (shih) RB not have regular
(they could move fromlste to state?)

rulers (ch'ang-chllnjt~\ ~ but the people ha~H their fixed (designated)
:!:7 ... ' W1 local chiefs

rulers (ting-chu~~ ). Each (of the district magistrates?) searches for

his ass~ants on his own and each of them selectedbrave and worthy men.
were

Only the ta-ch'en (taesin) (chief officials) XXH appointed by the king's
was

court, and that Xx all. (in Chou times?) When the Ch 1 in dynasty combined

(all the states) of the world, they a bolished the hou (marquises--feudal ism)

and established the shou (prefects). The Han dynasty followed this (system)

sometimes continuing (an old system) and EOmetimes changing it (~yon yuhyok

~ /I~~~~). The chu-hou (feudal lords) were able to appoint their

own subordinate officials who received stipends of 400 shih (sok) or less,

but with regard to their chief officials (ta-kuan) who were like prime minister

(fU-hSiang~~~, then the Han (court) appointed them.
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rr.I:~ 280, 14:15a). In the chou and chUn (pref. and commanderies), such{assistant

~<t~· officials as) the (~(t. H-;fgtf) and (~j ), were all appointed

\t~:'r by the mu-;'hOU(~'If ). Beginning with the Wei and the Chin dynasties (these

~,1.~··~bJ[postS)were taken over (reverted to) by the Ministry of Personnel ~i-PU).
~/~~~~ and this was continued in turn to the present time. iHK~ They searched for

~~~. talented on the basis of the~nife and the pen (by examining people in the

~~~ thekn~, and they inveSigated bebavior by using (looking" into)

;;.y-;, ~ the written l~fs......~x (how well people handled ledgers or account books),

~13 and (because of this), the evils in the laws have long been (in existence)

~ (this bad method has long been in use).

~_~ Generally speaking, the princely man of virtue (chUn-tzu) favors (places

pO \"eight on) conservatism (continuing in old ways: yin-hsUn ttl4a- ) and

t
~ ~ ~~a

abhors ( ~ :shies away from)~ (k'~O~~1=')¥: changing and

creating (new things), but when kexix (you have a situation where something)

has to be done, then one is obliged to~ exercise the clarity of

aD ~ndependent? (solitary) foresight (tang un tok kyon chi mylSng~~~U)
and determine affairs (ceremonies, rules, deportment?~ )that are ~B-fl

the mes t important thing that
majestic, and/we are obliged~to~XXHB do at the present time

is to carry out a change and reform in t~ current practices of the bureaus

~pe:sonnel managemen!'. (hsllan-ssu~~). How is tbat (even though)

-the empire so great (in size) the the number of schoBrs and people are so

numerous, and yet we entrust (the selection of officials) to the hands of

only a few men? Even if they were as fair as a balance scale and as clear

(in their un erstanding) as a mirror of water, still their strength (capacity)

has its limits and their brigttness (intelligence) will reach aE a blocking

point (has its limits). How much worse is it when the men occupying this

responsibility at times are not the right kind of people and are prone
.---

l4:l5b) to conform with the influence and pr!ot (considerations of power and profit)?
~ h.',.. appointed / e-. )

Chou Mu-wang (king Mu of Chou) ( \'l1 ......1:~ t- ) wtBflxmt Po ? ( \ tl -8)
to the pos t of t' ai -~.",.cheng(-f.-~. i:E ). salling, "Choose your s1I>bordnates
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280, 14:15b) with care. Even though the (post of) t'ai-p'u-cheng was

a chung-ta-fu(X ,} f. i:- :middle rank official), still he entrusted him with

the responsibility of selecting his o\VJn subordinates, so hhat this was also--
the case with the san-kung and chiu-ching (3 top officials and 9 ministers).

According to the Chou-li, the t' ai- tsai(t 'f l and ne::-shih~1q1::. )
were both in charge of (granting) rank and salaries. (~~) and of

appointing and dismissing officials (p,yeCh'i~~ ). The ssu-tu
~ 1J:;~ ~ fr especially

and ssu-ma( ~ ~1rJ~ ) ,;!ere separately in charge of recommending worthy men

for office and of reporting them (to the throne, to their superiors)(chao-shih

~v~ l. One ought to divide up these responsibilities (for appointment)

among several offices and command them by means of several offices (jobs, chih).

Lach of them should search for their own small (officials, subordinates) while

--- 'V}(inCOnSequenti}, ku-ku e----::< )~ dynasty, you still had the lament of

P'ai Tzu-ya(i ~~ )(n~ see the S~n'g~ kosM section (for more on

him)(end note) How mucr?more (is this the case) in the present time?

Furthermore, in undertaking government affairs and in ocmphing the position

of an official, one cannot be without learning (hsUeh). To appointment people

to office who have studied ancient (,,,ays) and have them discuss (and determine)

affairs is the system (that Sould be used). In ancient times even though

Ra there were many worthy men who continued (to come forth) down through the

ages, the so-called ,Chou-tzU(~ ~ :eldest sons (Matthe9&),Han, II, 16

eldest legitimate sons of emperors down to the chief officials) had to
be judged on the;~~tudieS?

enroll at school ~~~~ and study the six rites in order t~re~ulate

their ~es (hS~. (Han, II, 88, the six rites means the:(~~ •

~iL,i/~:rl) -1:~-LJ)~r~la~L. l.

They had to have a clear understanding a the seven teachings (ch'i-chiao

HS\ II, 88, education dealing with relations between father and son, elder

and younger brother, husband and wife, ruler and subject, elder and younger,

and friend and friend) in order to increase their virtue. They had to elevate
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~Rpxx~ 280, l4:l5b) their talents only after which they were sent XmK out

to serve (as officials). But at the present time the sons and younger brothers

of noble fami lies and relatives (of tbe royal house) (kwich 'ok chaj e.Ji f.7t. JJ;jj
have as their foundation of support family connections (munb~l yu so~~.F1~~).

IVt"1?t-
By means of their official rank and the protection privilege theyx thmmselves

are high (they a re highly regarded, they regard these things as important)

-,!l * .k-
(chaum cha ko~-~ §.~, and they commonly seek office early (in life).

They take the examinations lightly and they have given up their studies. This

officials

the three

is goodly

l4:l6a)

(really) to be deplored.t In addition the merit officials and

guards (hsUn kuan, san-wei~~ ) and others who are irregular

(liu-wai chih t'u ~r+~ot wait to be recommended (selected)

(for posts in) the chou and hsien (local pref. and districts) but are chosen

directly by means of the writing and comprehension (examinations) (ch'wi chi 8

s~ p'an *2.-~~J- ). I fear that tlris is not (in accordance with)

- -
Ithe principle of placing virtuous behavior first (as the main criterion for

selection) and talent and skill last (as the least important of criteria).

of third rank recommend scholars (shih),

This memorial was not acceptee, and later on h'ei HsUan-t'ung submitted

said: "l luirve til seen the-royal decree (Chih-shu{f·if f )~~another memorial which

~ and it orders (lets) every official

and it allows officials down to the 9th rank also x to recommend people. This

is the intention of the sage court for filling vacant places. It is only

that if praise and blame (p6p'ylSm!~~are not sttictly made clear,

then k there will be no great distinctions between what is done well and

what is in error, and because of this people at the top will not be concerned

about dismissing (bad officials) and holding them responsible, and those

at the bottom will not conduct th~oough XHVRKxmsakWHRXX searches (for men

of talent) and people will be lax in complying with the order (to find

men for office) and will not be careful in their recommendations. Furthermore,

only a worthy man can know (another) worthy man (only worthy ~~~ can judge or

d~tingUiSh who else is a worthy man). Even though the 1:~s~ (two) people
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l4:l6b)

280, l4:l6a) may be the same, their human talents ~re of different grade.

If a man, moreover advances in office to an excessive degree (beyond what

he as an individual is qualified for), then how would his intelligence be

up to knowing (the quality of) other men? If at the present time we want

to ~tive to obtain truly talented men, we first ought to select a man to

be in charge of reconunendation (ChU-Ch~~. The reason why a stream

runs clear is because it is pure at the source, and the reason why a shadow

is square and straight is because the original object is square and straight.

( ifrL-~V~}~,~, )~~l41t.i£:- ),
If you are not detailed (careful) (in determining) the actions and abilities of

the man in charge of recommending people for office (chU-chu) and yet hold

himx responsible XEXX k if he recommends people who are commonplace or

excessively (bad), then it cannot be done. (You cannot hold somebody

respoBsmble for recommending bad people if you 80n l t make sure that he is

an able man himself.)

Emperor Kao-tsung once lined up his court attendants and charged them

~with not advancing (recommending) good and worthy men (for office). The

prime minister (tsai-slumhsiang),_ Li An-chi(~~) stepped forward

and said: There were not sage emperors and bright kings H who did not work

hard at seeking worthy men and employing them. Moreover, in a town of

ten households, there has to be some men who are loyal and trustworthy.

How much more (people must there be whoare loyal and trastworthy) in an

empire so broad. How could we not have courageous and accomplished men?

[

It is only that in recent times when a high official recommends someone

the government), the person immediately meets with

and criticism that he is creating a clique

(faction: p'eng-tang). The people who are ruined and wxongfully injured

in dEfice (who have made the recommendations) kat are damaged (injured). This

is the reason why people think of shirking (their duty

and compete with one another to remain Silent. If the

to recommend people) )

emperor (is honest?~~ )
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280, l4:16b) and summong (scholars?) and strives to search out (men of talent)

without distinguishing between friends and enemies, but only appoints to-office those who are able, :.tk and dows not accept slander, ~l1ho would not

be as sincere as possible. ~ Everything depends on the emperor; its' not
r

something that the officials can control. 11 The emperor profoundly agreed with

this.

- In the time of ~K_a_o-:--_t_s_u_n_g_rT6";;~-fIn-:-:-8b)_' Liu Hsiang-TaoJ.ijJ14t~iI ;lUbmitted

a memorial on the evils of the recommendation (selection of officials--son'go)
~

system. He also memorialized, saying: 11T'ang Yu (Emperor Yu) conducted
accomplishments

a review XGixXHK ~f the records (of officials) every three years, and after

three such reviews (san-kao), he either dismissed mxxpxmmmxmampmsptm¥ the

ignorant or promoted the bright (intelligent). In th:-~dynasties

people who were appointed to office also held their postsf~~~
~d ~~

This is the reason why people NaXHX~¥KR clan names (shih ~ ) on the

). Since the

surnames such as

(about that period).

basis ~ their official posts and why xkKKxx there ~ere

Ilgrana-;;1r'"and (s'*t"'? sup~ntendent of ed'lcat~?~

/' \Jei and chin dynasties there is nothing \l1orth redording

At the present time, those people in posts are subject to four reviews of

their performance (ssu-kao--four year terms with a review after ev~ry year?)

after which they are transferred (to a different post). Since the officials

know that when their term is up they will be tranSferred (how can they help

\o~but be anxious about being forced out of office?), and when the people see

~\f the officials being taansferred (so f~qDently), they must feel t~t they

can treat them without respect (pi hui ku-ch'a ~'i:.t~fL-). There is no

way to expect that you can put men, who are going to be dism~ssed (shortly),

in charge of people who have no respect for them, and ~kXKk hold (those

281, 14:17a) officials) responsible for improving and c~nging customs and mores. I request

that the four reviews of performance (ssu-kao) be donducted and in accordance

with the law (method) for selection (of officials) that officials be given

r~ in rank \vhile Elmddt at their posts, and only after 8~=~:~J:~18f:;f~

in office) should permission be given for the selection (of a replacement~~~ r .
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r
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281, 14:17a) Even though one cannot dare to hope that everybody will

revert to purity and simplicity (in their behavior), nevertheless in

terms of sending off old officials and greating new ones, it truly will reduce

the toil and concern involved. (with too frequent g transfers).ll
lJ:!..ng

~fn •. / In the Shen-miaxHg period of Emperor Chung-tsung--first emperor
"(~~ ----

).,~ after Empress Wu, 705-70ll, Lu Hui-S~(i1!~(Han,II, 89, pure

r~ and honest man who attained post of PM) submitted a memorial Ghich said:

"I hear that Confucius said:' fter a state has been governed for a 100 years,

f::t:a:e::::~;i9~ri~f~::~tiiidOaway with :~e He

\G~also said,'If someone appoints meE (to office), for one year (month?), it

~'\" will all right, but if for(t~ee-ye~ then amme I can get something

accomplished. (~~I~t,)e~f)~B~~*1iJi )'
Therefore the Book of Hisory (shu) says: They reviewed their performa~e after

KCh'eng TZU-S~

three years and compared (judged) their merits. TZU-San(~~~ was a worthy man

(Han, II, 89, worthy prime minister of the state~~'eng ~uring the
but he

Spring and Autumn period), xM5 was in charge of government for~everal years
(before) achieving (moral)

aEExa&kxe~H" the transformation (of his country). (Despite the fact that

he was a worthy man, it took him a number of years~ to educate (transform)

his people). Hmv much (more time \vould it take) for a man of ordinary talents?

In my opinion in recent years the officials and their assistants inilie chou

and hsien (pref. and districts) dismount from their carriages and begin to

\O~l take charge of government affairs, and at the most (they are on the job) one

~\ ~r two years, and at the least, three or five months before they are suddenly

transferred or removed. There is no talk of reviewing their (performance).

If perhaps several times (for them to be transferred) pass by and they are not

transferred, then people immediately cock their ears and listen (for the other

shoe to fall?), and they plan to move their feet (jump?x) and look around

\

and compete for a change to advance.

honest a d having a sense of shame. Also what time to they have for

\ imoroving mores and Gustoms and spreading education1 (enlightenment) t"v
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14;17b

281, l4:l7a) or searching out tile sick and providing relief to people?

The population scatters and takes Ifight and the common people become

de5Litute just because of this. If you ask why this is sam, then it is

because if the people know that the officials will not be long (on the job),
r-- _

-
long he will be transferredK, he does not~ do his best; he just takes

~~~ his ease, acts in a desult~ (careless) manner and~ slides by liked

;~ greased leather (ChiWi)q~1f :~awning on the customs of the time and floating

or sinking with the world, from Han YU), and that is all. The officials
<;--------

(men who acted as officials) in ancient times (were on the job so long that)

be a vacancy (in themnks of) the lung and ching (h~ ministers), then

down a E messenger (envoy) to inquire after them and hand~em a letter with

If there should

As for those people who

the imperial seal on it and console and encourage tgK them.

select (them) as a meaas of encouraging ability.

they raised their sons and grandsons. The T~ family a nd the 'Xli family

~~~~re the descendants of these men (early officials~ I request

I,,,. ee; the tu- tu~r~ ), tz' U-ShihCt-1l!, shang- tso( .\:::.-{~ ), and the

~ ~~ hsieng ling of he the liang-chi (double capital areas) and others who have

~~~ [not been in office as long as four reviews of their performance (four years)

~ ~~ not be allowed to be trasnferred or removed, that we investigate their
-\\\It} fI ii, either •
~\-- ~NOUr eff~tivene~s and to the more outstanding ones we exgNxRx grant them a

K,vJ~ reward of a carriage or clothing or increase their salary or rank, or send

~~~

'k
~

during their time in servece in government have not loImHXpXXqxaXxxXl!ltmXriJmnx,'--------

worth hearing about and those who have committed violations and have been

guilty of greed and 1dEI cruelty, release them and s end them back to their

village in order to make clear rewards and punishments. There is no beteer
--------------------------~

way to carry out good government and to rectify evils than this."

--. In the k'ai-yUan period, 2nd year, during the reign of Hsuan-tsung(i.~
(714 AD), and edict was issued to the effe~ that if there was a vacancy in the
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281, 14:17b) post of shih-lang#~r ) in the San-sheng(~ ),

that they were to select someone who had held the post of ~Z'U-s~(~J ~),

and that if there was a vacancy in the post of lang-kuan( €If~ ), they were

to select someone who had held the post of hsien-ling (d~trict magistrate).
they should select

It was also decreed that t»xKKtK«ki~ capital officials~~
who had ~a

meRXmf talent and knmvledge, kkakxXHX~~iH&m~Km~Xm~Xm~MKki'~and appoint

them to the posts of tu-tu%1'11) and tz'U-Shih(1ftj sf!::J. And that they

14:l8a) should take tu-tu and ~zlu-shih who had experience in government office

and appoint them capital officials. That they shouldsee to it that in their

going out and coming in (sending officials out to the provioces? and bringing

them to the capital from the prvvioces?), they should always be equal (and fair),
'-----
and that these whould become standard regulations permanently (forever). This

was based on the recornmendation of Chang Chiu-Hng( ·5Jfg.:fLrJ:Ir. ).
At the time Chang Chill-ling was the tso-Shih-i(~~~)'and

he submitted a memorial \'ihich said: ltHith regard to the masses of the people,

there is not one of them who does not depend for his life (livelihood) on the

district magistrate (hsien-ling) nor K dwell (depend on) the prefect (tz1u-shih)

for his livelihood. These are (the officials) who are closest to the people.

In appointing those who are close to the people, we ought to obtain worthy

and talented men, and in the method by wach we appoint people to office, we

ought to take selection (tre selection of them) seriously, but at the present

time many of the prefects and district magistrates are not men of talent.-......
Among the capital officials, those who have served in the prefectures and

districts (chou-hsien) have done so either because they had some personal

connect~(yonsin yo iH±Xye?~~~. ) or have kxd ::hieved nothing

outstanding while in office. The regard the appointment to the post of

magistrate (t mu-shou~~ as being kicked out (of the c~tal. ch'ih-ch1u?

~~~. Or when you get to the military officials (WU-f~~) or

-irregu lar officials (Hu-wai*v ~~){who are appointed local magis tra te s ) ,

they (use it as an opportunity) to accumulate rank and gain time in office (grade).
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peace ~KER
281, l4:18a) You cannot (expect) to have the empire in hannony (well-governed

hWahaP~~if you fail to take into consideration the talents (of men,

talented men) in this way. In ancient times the tz lu-shih (prefects) were
....

brought in (to the capital) to be san-kung (high m ministers), and the lang-kuan

\ ---(tt~:subordinate bureau officia ls) were sent out (to the provinces) t~

be magistrates (officials) over 100 li's worth of territory (tsai pai-li\~~~)
In my view it is strange that recent customs have ~eN«amx become as BeXRx«xeR

deflected and lightly (regarded) as this (P,y~ngy~ng~~. t t~e present

time at court, the officials and scholars only come in (to the capital) and

do not go out (to the provinces as magistraes), and this is because in their

private considerations (planning), they regard this as benefidal to themselves.

\

The capital has become a place where the capped and gowned (officials, scholars)

faX gather together, a place from which Ha reputation and name emerges

(is obtained). They just follow (the lead of others) and attach themselves

l4:l8b) (to others) and without even trying they succeed (in making their official

careers). It is different (strange) for someone to leave for the outer

frontiers, and for this reason it is greatly profitable for them to stay
provinci. al posts

in t he capital and not be in the outer (provinces). The best thing is

l(

to make the posts of prefect and district magistrate (tz'u-shih, hsien-ling)

~ If someone has not held the posts of tu-tu or ts'u-shih, then

even though he has passed a high level examination (kao-t~~), he S~ld
be able to be appointed to the post of shih-lang or minister <lieh-Chingt!(/lilip.

And if a man has not held the post of hsien-ling (district mag.), then even though

has spent)~a:s (in a provincial

be sent out into the provinces he has spentpost), or he should

h~S good at governing, he should not be appointed to the post of tai-lang

~~ ~ )x ~r chi-She(~~~. Even though a man holds a post of tu-tu

or sh:llingqb ) in a distant place, then also with regard to eitrer

sending him out J: the provinces or calling him into the c~tal, he should

~ be appointed to a capital post~e

ip 10 years (in a capital post).
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281, 14:l8b) If we do not do this and rectify our 2iixBXX&~mw~mg~~

misxaEemxaxmKmKIDRXe« mistakes so that (these errors) become established

as standard customs, then because of the fact that people planning for

their own benefit (\l1ill become prevalent), we \l1ill not be able to govern

the empire.

In addition, in ancient times, the way they selected and employed

good an worthy men was either by choesing those who had fulfilled their

respoa<bilities (Ch'ing-Chi~~)or bY,summoning (to court) those

who lived far off but whose reputations had been heard of, or appointing

people that they had taken a look at, and this was the reason why schola rs (shih)

cultivated their basic (pure) behavior and had neX plans t t good fortune

would strike them (they \."ould fall luckily into a post) •. t the present time

the empire is not well governed, but affairs are piling up by t he day, and

truly it is because we are not rectifying the root of things but are only

working on the branches (inconsequential mat~ers). \fuat I mean by the

branches (minor items) is that the legula tions of the Ministry of Personnel

gives rise to the movement of over thousands of (r~quirements)(paper\l1ork).

clerks
The llI:ffi~ who wield knife and pen have to take care of the smallest

1..:-

of matters and regulate things which are scattered and in confusion; they

are sunk (mired) in \l1ords and ink (paperwork). In my opinion, ledgers and

record books are only for recording what people have laid aside and forgottexn,
"--------

and that is a 11. But at the presettt: time, on the contrary, we are busy

[

earChing in detail through the ledgers and are not regarded-the matter of

finding human talent as urgent. Indeed, ho~ is this different from dropping

your

\ boat

\ past

sword in the middle of a stream and then carving a notch on your

to record(where you lost iti) ~lhil you continue to (float) even further

it? This is truly enough to injure the mind. (cause concern).

Generally speaking, when you call (praise?) an able man in the Ministry

of Personnel, then you say that (he proceeded?) from (the post of?) hsien-wei

(~,~4 )and was given (the post of?) chu-fu( 1 ~ ). and from (the
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282, l4:~) post of chu-fu, he was given (the post of) hSien-Ch'eng(ll~ ?~~ ).
~\ ~

This is how the bureau of personnel selection is aware of (the necessity)

for writing (letters, literacy) and is good at understanding the proper

order (degree, of advancement) of officials. It is only that in basing

(a decision?) on whether (a man) is suitable or unsuitable (for a post),

in many cases no mention is made of whEther the man is worthy or worthless.

How then would they~~err (in their apPoi:tmentS)?

not regard the shang-sh~and shih-lang( ~~aF )of the Li-pu (linistry of

Personnel) as worthy men, they he definitely should not appmint them tto these

posts~, but if he has appointed worthy men (to these posts), then how would

they not be able to who were talented (good) men? Because it is difficult

to m judge human talent even from ancient times they were careful (about

selecting men for office), and of 10 men selected, they (only) took five.

If this is a way (method) that can be adopted, then at the present time
allocate

the fact that we a~XKKXMKHXXs office on the basis of rank and consider

that they are naturally able, then from the beginning we are lac~in

the (true) intention of having officials select men of talent. This thus

causes criticism that at times we divide official posts equally among peo~ee

and that in fact the official bureaus are not able to obtain men of talent

(for office). In my opinion, the problem with the personnel ministry lies

in the f act that we have not changed the laws. Changing the laws is extremely

easy. It depenus on the emperor broadly carrying it out, anu that is all. 11

J \t(: fqb (note: Chang Chiu-ling also said: f1If we were to carry out a refined

(thorough) investigation of the men (who are to be appoineed to the posts of)

tz'u-shih and hsien-ling (prefect and magistrate), then every year those people

who suited for selec~ion within the terriborial jurisdiction ought to be

reviewed (kao, examined) as to bheir talents and behavior, and only after that

should (they, their names) be sent to the tai~~ :censorate?~(Han, II, 93,
make selections, and

glosses xkix tai with shang-shu), and the tai should also/evaluate the merits

ordemerits of the chou or hsien on the basis of how many (men in them) can be
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(1)

282, l4:l9b). (If it &mex is done like this then,) K~~ If you are

cautious in saxe whom yo' jselect for the hsien-ling, then you are sure to

select a man of talent, (2) If the Ministry of Personnel (bases its decisions)

on accomplishment (talent), there ,~ll not be many (people it selects) Who

are common in talent or dare (to make errors, violations). At the present

time the people (that the ministry) selects every year operate by concocting

a myriad number of plans, but the granaries and treasuries of the capital

have been emptied (because of it, of them). They dare (to commit transgressions)

and exceed (what is their place, their due) as much as this, and yet they

want to continue in the old ways and carry out the government (of the state)

without changing the system, so that it only leads to an increase (infue

number of) laws, bother and confusion, and the confusion and mixing together

of worthy with ignorant men, and that is all.

them (the ones \.,ho are selected) on the basis

as means of determining whether their talents

Furthermore, by examining~

of~try or ~(~J ~ssays?)
are good or not causes us to

abandon (leave out) worthy men and men of princely virtue (chUn-tzu) (from the
.---- - for

selection process. This is E a mistake in government in an enlightened age

and it » is ,4hat any man of knowledge would deplore.
u

M reover, even though

the empire is wide and the court is full (of people), it is still possible

to distinguish who the scholars are who are bright and worthy (outstanding),

but if we all~w calum~d pr~se to be mixed together in confUSiOn({~~~~)
and we are not' clear in what we should listen to and accept, there is nothing ~~

worth discussing further (about it). If we know who the worthy and able men

are but we fail to appoint them to office in the (proper) order, thenx»km

how would we (be able to) appoint a man prime minister (who should be prime

minister? (~\~~~ ?). At the present time whenever there is

a vacancy in an official post, we might promote somebody from a lower rank.

For this reason from time to time people say that we have neither outstanding

men nor stupid men,that all we are interested in is whether we can get somebody

or not (any warm body). Naturally, pure discussion (ch'ing-i) (true criticism)

does not stand up (EEXRGXX cannot be established), and people's reputatinas and
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282, 14:19a) BXBXHa proper conduct (~ are not cUltivated. Good scholars

(in the meanwhile) preserve their wills (keep their minds in proper cUltiv~~~::r::

and \-mit for ~ l' 1='"~
spirit)+x~~~xthe opportunity (for being appointed to office-~~-slii
while
&»a mediocre men actively pursue obtaining affice andchange their beh~ior

(YOkCh~~. If the court appoints people to office on the basis of good

reputations, the sons of the scholars will also (indeed) EHtmxNam~HK

i regard self-cultivation as a profitable thing, and wherever profit comes

out (wherever the path to prdit lays), there many people will move to it,

and that is all. If reputation and profit (ming-li~~) ) do not come out

from (arise from) the purification and cultivation (of oneself, of one1s

virtue), then most people will revert to inSa(~~ :trying to buy influence

by giving and receiving giftsjpersonal connections and influence). At the least,

this will result in a desultory search and appointment ~ (of men to office),

and if there is one (more degree of) change (for the worse), it will result

in fawning on peopbe and privaee (considerations, influence holding sway in

personnel decisions), And at the worst (greatest)~ (partisanshP

based on pers~~eelingS? pun'Ui~ ~ :Han, 11,94 glo..s this with

chongbun uirif1~~tt) will be permitted, and if there are two

(more) changes (to something worse), it will result in the formation of cliques

(p1eng-tang). And this is all because education and enlightenemnt (kyohwa)

has become xaakKa graddally soaked (water-logged). Therefore, when people

are appointed to office, lie cannot help but investigate (them) to distinguish

between the worthy and the stupid. He cannot err in the search for schola rSj K2

maKE (if we do so) scholars will have to carve (good principUes?) into their

minds and maintain good ~ thoughts, and the administration of punishmmnts

(punishment and government) will clear up by itself. This is a most important

matter upon which the rise or ~t fall (of the state depends). How can we

not maintain watch (over this) ?Il

-] 14:20a) In the 13th year of the k1ai-yUan year p~iod (725, HsUan-tsung),

Emperor HsUan-tsung because the Ministry of personnel was not administering its
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2~toa) pers n~~examinationsfairly (pu kung), he~zlIIJ
te~personnel ex inatio~ii...... (note: The Li-pu Shang-S~U,:':'ai ?q)

and the YiI-shih ChUng-Ch'eng~tt~) Yu Wen-? (§'~~ )
and others, 10 men altogether, were in charge of administering the p'an'~~ )

examination. When they were about to finish they were summoned to the inner

palace to make a decision, but the Li-pu shang-shu and the shih-lang all were

not able to participate. The memorial (p'ia~) of till K'o~fusaid

that the emperor had mistakenly aceepted words of slander and did not trust

his officials, and this was not the way (for a monarch) to sit on the throne

and govern the people, spread sincerity and sway the people to compliance.

In the past in t he Wei dynasty, Mi~t~ once suddenly went to the Shang-shu-sheng,

and the shang-shu-ling, Ch'en ? (1r~~ got down on his knees and asked

the emperor, "~'1here is your majesty going?" The emperor replied, "l want

to inspect the books of the the sheng's affairs." Ch'en replied: "This is'

the responsibilit y of t he officials; it is not what the emperor ought to apprQCh

(do). If I have not met my responsibilities, then dismiss me from office.

The emperor was ailhamed and .,turned (to the palace). Ch'en r 'ing(~ )

and Ping Chih? (\1Ei~) were prime ministers (tsai-hsiang) under the Han

dynasty, but~ill they did not reply (to the throne) on the amount of cash

and grain and they did not ask about the people who had died by the wayside.

[

Therefore, since ancient times, from the son of Heaven down to the ministers and

sch~~_(e~~hem:-keepsto his own job, and does not suddenly

invade (the jurisdiction of another) or overstep (his bounds). How much more-so in the case of our ruler of 10,000 chariots; how could he be able to go down

and conduct xkHxxeXHKXXSH (investigate) matters partaining to the selection

examinations on writing and judgement (shu-p'ant~1\)? (end note)

,~r- And the next year (the emperor) resotred the old system (of the Ministry

~ Persnnel).

--. In the 18th year of the k'ai-yUan year period (730), p'ei Kuang-ting
'"~ ~ ~, d f lifications(I\{L N ~ was appointed Li-pu shang-shu. He rew up a set 0 qua
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14:20b)

282, 14:20a) for office based on rank. The worthy and t he ignorant \"ere

all treated alike (as one string); they had to meet the qualifications bevore

they could be selected and appointed to office. Time limits were set (for

serving in a grade) and moving up (to the nexxt) grade, and one could not

skip grades. Those who had been stagnating for a long period of time (in one

place) and who could not get (promoted) ~ll thought this was good and called
(system1O) fi8 .... ;3:

this/a sage proposal. (note:Priof to this, the HsUan-ssu chu-kUan(X~~*~

even though he conducted the p'an(~) ) examination (judgment, comprehension

test?) in order to determine a person's official rank, in general he just

took a look to see if the man was able or not, and for that reason sometimes

people were promoted out of order, or old people might occupy low positions,

and there were examination passers (ch'ulsin "J1j )who had not been able to

obtain (an official) salary for over 20 years. Plei Kuang-ting then proposed the

establishmdnt of qualification by rank (hsUn tzu-k'~ ;i1&-). and (as

a result) some abandoned (dismissed) officials were selected and brought

int (gathered into the govt). Few high officials were selected while many

low officials were selected. They didn't ask whether they were able or

not. If they just fulfilled (the requirements) of rank, they ~ee reqommended

(for office). If a person had not been impeached, he was promoted and was never

demoted, and all the stupid and common types werehappy, wmle the outstanding

men of talent were disconsolate.)(end note)

Sung ehing(~~) fought against this, but he could not \.,in nHs
t -, \

fight). And after this an edict was issue that if there happened to be any

exc~ptional men of high talent or vittU06s behavior, they were to be chosen for
system

office without respecting the order (of their rank). But despite this edict,

there were no such xx cases, and the officials in charge only did what was

convenient for themselves and only maintained the letter of the law and

upheld the regulations and followed the regulations for (appointing people

exclusively on the basis of) their rank,and that was all. (note: \~en Plei

Kuang- ting died. tbe ta- ts' ang po- sbih(~~ --:\::. ). 'un Wan?(~,..:£-~
~XJP#~~
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282, l4:20b) offered the opinion that plei Kuang-tingls system of appointing

people to office on the basis of rank (only) RxxmSm~XiH was the wrong

way to enen urage 2D'.IJli peoPlee (to the proper behavior), and he requested that

plei g be given the posthumous title of klo( ~;able?), but his son sued

this and the posthumous name was changed.)(end note)

IND~IITED SECTION (~anlgyels comments); I note that (an) Tung Chung-shu

(~'1rf-~) of the Hao dynasty said that what was regarded as meritorious

in ancient~imes was to establish (distinguish between) ranks (ch'a ~ )
entrust responsibilities to offi~S

on the basis of (the ability to) meet official responsibilities and fUlfill

onels duties (imgwan Chlingji~~~They did not regard accumu~ing
long periods of time (in office as~ worthy, as the basis for granting

raok). Thus, talk of time .x of labor II (service) (time in grade: YMlO5f~

already existed x by the Han dynasty, but they never regarded this as the method

LkJ-.
for appointing people to office. Later on, Tslai Liang(1~i-~ ) of the

Laeer Ivei dynasty and plei Kuang-ting of the Tl ang dynasty were the first-
one's to establish a law using this as the exclusive means (of granting

xHk office). They merely consulted the official registers to see who came

first and who last in terms of the »Hm»H amount of time served (in office)

and on the basis of this carried out wNi was called "the selection and

evaluation of men (chollyang inmul-cha~~~), but it was only

an empty name (instead of a real system), and that was all. Former Confucians

said that men of worth and talent lay low at the bottom because the system

'!a J.tt .
of qualification by rank (Chagy~kJ~~ kixaEkHKxX blocked them (from office,

from advancement). The reason why the performance of official duties was

neglected (abandoned) at the top was because the s y; tern of rank qualification

(chagy~k) S governed (who \~s selected). The reason why the scholars were

283, l4;2la) lacking in honesty and a sense of shame was because they rmmpHXeS fought for

rank (chagYK~k), and the reason why the people suffered under a t~rannical

government and cruel laws was because there were large numbers of men (officials)

,ho had qualified for their posts on the basis of rank (alone). nd the
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283, l4:21a) reason why all affairs had been rounded off and were handled

badly (were full of evils), and the reason why the clerks were lax and dissolute,

and the reason why the laws and institutions were ruined and destroyed and

t cou~d not be saved were all because of the mistake (made) about (appointing

men to office on the basis only of) rank (chagyok)1I

How true, k these words are!

• Liu CHih(~1~)in discussing (this situation) said: ~ong officials

there are the great and the small, and with regard to talent, there are those

whoare short (deficient) and those whoare long (have a lot of it). You should

appoint those with much talent to great official (important official posts),

and those who are short on talent to small (unimporaant) official posts.

If the job and the man both match each other, then both merit and work will
it was all tight for to IE

be managed. This is why/Meng Kung-\vei? (i~~ )NaX made the Elder

(lao) of ChaO-HeiW (large states); he could not be (was too great

a man to bel appointed ta-fu for kH the (small states of) T'i? and HSUeh~~).
With regard to the appointment of ~fficials in recent times, they have been

simple, and in the use of the officials, everything has been prepared. There

is not one person H who does not attendm his official duties, so how could

things be so mistaken? Because of thiS, the peoplexmKH lose their long (good)

points and the officials have lost their (ability) to manage (things, conduct

government.) • Under the s ys tern of the three dynas ties of antiquity, a family

had its hered~ary occ~ij~ion (Shih-~~ ), and a state had its
~~ ',1, ,

hereditary officials (shih-kJ'an). Confucius said: lIIf (the skill) of medicine

is not practiced for three generations, you shouldn't drink (the doctor's)

mou v\,_ .~
medicine. II Shih-mu?(jt:..I<~ ) said, lIThe people who acted as officials

14:21b) in ancient times maintained their occupations from one@neration to__-----r
the other, and morning and night they~~~xx thought that x» if--they lost their occupations one day, then death would have arrived (it would

be tantamount to death). This was because they knew that if an occupation is

. /._not practiced over the generations, then the work cannot be done with refinement
V ~- ---------------_skill.
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283, l4:2lb) This is why the Chou was able to obtain (talented) men (for

office. (SEEMS TO BE A CONTRADICTION rrTH EARLIER OPINIONS--HEREDITARY

I(
OFFICE-HOLDING IS HERE S~~N AS A GOOD THING MAYBE IT'S JUST THE EMPHASIS

~. I ~~·.V ON LONG-TERM OFFICE TENURE) In the past the I familyand the Huo family (~/1i'z.. )

were in charge of the land of the empire (t'ien-ti--heaven and earth), and

the Liu familY(~) ) generation after generation used to train dragons

(YU_lun~1'aa~. The ~hi(~ ) family generation after generation x were
~~ populat~on J """' '"I

in charge of people (ssu- j en~!'), The YU family and the K00 fami lye "fI.-.' 1fiGe
generation after generation were in charge of disbursements and receipts (the

tLasury). The Chih fami1y~J~ generati: after generation (l4ereditaril§).---

was in charge of casting (bronze) bells. These were their m work. \~en it came

to la ter generations, because hereditary ministers seized power to improve

their own private ga~s (families) and thus lowered (held in contempt) the

~ imtRXrnkRKSR~ lord's (king's) house (kung-shih ),

The (state of) ChOi(~\ ) t seized hy the Tien family( !iJ iIJ ). The

(house of) the state of Lu (~ ) was weaker than three families. (At the
n e - -

. ~~ present time) we have. eliminated the mistaken (institution) of hereditary

~Jifl' 'V minis ters (shih-chingt!t'C}e. R. but we ha~e not res tored the (good) sys tern of)V\ l' }r-h
~ J(\K

1

8!!! here<iitary occupations (shih-yeh), thus me~ine, artisanry, divination ( ~ )

~~- and mat~tics (calculation) have gradually declined (become mor obscure, less

well done), and in general it is because of this (the lack of hereditary

occupation). Generally speaking when you want to weave cloth or xxx£e carve

a piece of wood, you~~f~~~~~~ (who happens to live nearby) to

do it; you have to lOO~ for ~ ~'and this is because the geavirg of silk and

the varying of wood is not what people who happen to live nearby are able

to do. Silk and wood a» are light (inferior) thi8§s, yet without a k skilled

worker, they cannot be made. How much (is this the case) with the assistants

of emperors or kings who have the responsibiiity of governing the state. How

can we help but be careful in selecting the right (for k this)? Therefore

in building a large house, you first select the carp~nter, and only after that
~
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283, l4:2lb--l4:22a) do you select the materials. In governing a state,

you first select the assistants (of the ruler), and only after that do you
maintimn human talent? (Han, II, 97)
protect the people (shou jen l?~). \Jhen a great artisan (carpenter) builds

~:h:o~~must ::::sl::::s:~b::df::::: ::::e:o::a::d(::::: :"::::If::
ece

of wood) fits, you don't have to throw the small pieces of wood away. This

~ is the best technique for handling wood." ~ I fl/~~ I~.S~ )

~j\.1~'p--\~ the bgg~;:~~~~-tsung 's reign (763-780), the l,i-pu wai-lang (';1j.r~-:),
".. ..Ii""" eft.4i.o Chi- ch ' it17[;.v1U'11 ' submit ted an opinion on the se1ectim of men e:p
~ r. for office (son' go), which said: "Wihh regard to the method of selecting

~~ )lr and appointing men to office in both ancient a~d contemporary times, there

Cf cJ were nine streams (categories? _ ChiU- li'a.1L ~F-u, and for regula r appointments

. 4~ there wer~hree ~egories ($an-k' 0 ;.if, and tha t was a 11. These were

£,~ ~ S- called vJJir, ~t, and (t~apacity for)~. But at the present time

~ ~.~' the office of personnel selection (hSUan-ts'ao~~ ) in all cases does no~.
~ ataain (to those s.tandards) If you ask \vhy, the reason is that the Ministry

~~ ~1< $. of Personnel Oi-pu) is founded on established law (chia-ling ""f { ).
~ ~l Even though they say that 1:loJQl they make officials of people on thelo basis of

~ ~~ virtue and appoint people to office after calculating their talents, and promote

~~~ r~ thmm iq rank after judging (their capacity for) hard work, this is just the

i tf~ letter (of the law). But the method for investigati~and compa ring (peop~~
~~s in all cases based on the sloH U!l and Shut¥'J~ :~~ing

~~~mS:::::?~:dO:nt::::rx::::::sr::::::~I~~O~:dt:: :::h~::::;~'~;; :

~~~,\subordinate ministry of personael officials) XXKXnmx do not have the co~rehension

A~\... \<t'.\ (knowledge and intelligence~) of a god, there is k no \vay for them to have
\ \)I' ~ quietly
~ ~~ knowledge about (these things). To walk at ease (~) and talk slowly

'.~ -~ ~
A\~-~ is not virtuous; to write compositions in an elegant ~ style (~~.~~~)

\ ~ ~~ /I. ----- I~ Zt 7J\.;j !1$;J
\i~ ~_/~ \~ is not talent; and to accumulate rank and to pile up (good) performance

~ /(':.." \"..\'---' \;:) ~/!J~~ Even though\1y ",I\VJ evaluations (lei tzu chi-kao ~, ~ ) is not~rd work. ~ you oas-e
_\... I ~ ~ can err in obtainigg good men.ur (selections) on this and make no mistakes, you still
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ins tit.
reform

283, l4:22a-b) How much worse is it when there are large numbers of people

(to evaluate), and the eyes and ears (of the ministry of personnel officials)

are m% not xx sufficient for the task? It is not tl~t their understanding

is not bright or that their selections are not done with skill; it is the

law that makes it this way. A cultured (wen) emperor would deplore this error and

would want to correct it (eliminate it). Generally speaking, when a vessel

fills up, it leans over, and when a law has long been in operation, in the

end it leads to evil (it is corrupted). This is the reason why true kings saw

change as the means to regulate the lalvs and lvhy they would x take t he times-
into account when establishing xamtx government. In con~ering the method

of selection and appointment of officials in former ages, they all md (systems

\Jherein) investigation and recommendation of people was done at the chou and
a long period of t~e ....

fu (local ref.)levels, but after/years and generations), xNE errors and- ...---_.
mistakes gradually got deeperRI, until the Chli and Jui dynasties, \vhen

there was no way to overcome the evils. And many of the people who were appointed

to office (ch' i-shu[j )did so via requests for favors (ch' ing-ch'aij~).
For that reason those people who discussed the issue a t that time felt that

appointing peo~le on the basis of private (feelings, interest) was not as

good as peo~le recommending themselves (officials doing their own recommendations?

tsu-chU~~, and that the commission of excesses in t he provinces was not

as good as handling it in the capital. This was the reason why they abolished

the authority ~ the chou and fu (local districts) (to make appointments,

recommendations) and that responsibility to the Ministry of Rites.----------
This method that was used to rectify the situation at the time and to punish

evils is not a perpetual statute for governing a state that cannot be cut (EExE

just follow it as it is and sit by and ~i~tain ~9 ~v}~~ituation. In my humble
~~~J~r'~

opinion at the present time the i8cla:l5Le of TO 4ldS no@ Y8t beegme a G8j;'iilSl~

ain to abolish it and change it. We cannot
•

eliminated). At the present time this law for the Ministry

has become contracted (wrinkled~ :Han, II, 100 glosses

run its limits), and we ouoht

of Personnel

this wi th--has
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283, l4;22b) tmxX~ are not people who are permanently settled in (residents

of) their villages (toch'ak~~), so there is no necessity for

basing (the selection of people) on the villages and alleways (local
l'

residential districts). Not only is their? intelligence (understanding of

s for

fourX quarters (of the empire), and the final decision will xefxR revertx

will be memorialized to the throne for approval.

record of accomplislunent, they should be judged as idpts

i::kRXJIIR$IWllImih:iab~KlBbl1rtli:Ngx.idmllllthe chou and fu (magistrates) should be- ,
pennitted to hire and appoint them (on 1heir mm) (Pi-YU":.~~ ). and

thus the responsibility fo selection (of officials) will all be entrusted

those with a Im~

(Hooden peOPle~~)
and should not be appointed to office. If the selection of district magistrates

a high (record of achievement) ,hould be appointed first, after which it

to t he two ministries (of personnel a nd war). 'Je must first select the

ai~ict magistrates (mu-shoulo ~':iT ). an only after that give them

authority (to select and evluatmm~ candidates for office). Those peopbe with

people) not clear, but we also cannot exclusively rely on the Ministry of
~

P _rsonnel (alone, to make sele ctions). If you look closely into the systems

of ancient times and adjust them to the present circumstances (hsiang-tu ku-chih

~~;~c~~~ng chin iMtt~J'~;ethenI >/ould say that :=c:;.
284, l4;23a) of rank 5 and up and all the bureau chiefs xhGatExkK promoted to the posts

of chief minister (tsai-ch'en~~. then the Ministry of Personnel should

participate in the discussion (of this). And \~ith regard to officials of

rank 6 or less or the subordinate officials (liao-tso~~ ),aM......

or military commanders is not done fairly, then the Ministries of personnel and

war should be able to participate and make recommendations. The sage king

with his bright eyes and perfect hearing shoUld listen and look far and wide

and punish those who violate (the proper methods of selection) for private

reasons and who are not carefuL in maling recommendations. In minor cases,

people can be reprimanded and dismissed from office, and in major cases they
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284, 14:23a) they can be punished. If responsibility is placed for achieving

results in the appointment of people to office, ~vho would dare not be

diligent? If it is done like this, then those people who falsify appointments

by grafting in the (wrong) names, those men who are lacking in talent and

poor in their conduct, those who covet the property of others, \vho take bribes,

who a re lazy and ~"eak, and who are deceitful, on the day that the edict is

issued, Hill be dismissed from office as soon as the sone (of the edict being

read) is heard. If you calculate in round numbers of that eight mf or nine

people out of 10 will be removed from office, then there \ril1 be plenty of

official positions (to be filled). If the matter (recruitment) is done carefully

and the officials are circumstpect (careful), then uorthy men \vill come

forward themselves without having to be encouraged, while the unworthy men

\vi11 retreat themselves VJithout having to be suppressed. If \o.}e Elliminate

14:23b)

,

the (temporary) authority (granted) by the Sui dynasty and restore the beautiful
. J

system of ancient times, then we \vi11 be Gble to obtain all the talented men

(for office) and the good fortune for the empire \-./i11 be great."
$rwv

(note: ~ Chi-ch'i also mid: In recent generations there are people

have lost rank and salary for a long time (the errors in the granting-of rank and salary) have gone on for a long time. The error is to be found

in one other than four great excesses (sSu-t'ai~~), and that is all.

If you as'· what they are, then (the first is) that too many people have

been allowed i to mffXxR the gates of office (there are too many gates for

admitting peop~e into office). The families of the sons of the nobles (sejo chi

ka \t~ i.~ ) have been too supe rior (eKaI ted. "ell treated),.-Iee sala ries

(of officials) have been too ix~q,a~ generous. The orders to~2
If} maintain surveillance over t his have been too \veak. I request that we

I ~ pitt investi ate the ancient clarify this. Kuan-tzU(~t'~~)
VJy,/~ benefits? -
v'~\ _1- said: "If profit (li) comes out of a single hole (source?), then the state

~~\ ~/~Will have no enemies (noone who can stand up to it). If it comes out of

two holes, the army ~vill not crouch (bend) before anyone (~ ). If it
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2K~~q.;KR2:~

284, 14:23b) comes out of three holes, than you will not be able because of

this to raise an army (ChU-Ping,~~ ). If it comes out of four holes,

the state definitely will fall. Former kings knew that this was so they

put a stop to (blocked off) being supported by other people (Han, II, 101, the

practice of consuming the product of other people's labor), and they made

narrower the route to profit (li), and thclA~aw to it that the people would
I concentrated o~ his

not be able to engage in idleness, and that everybodl. had'an occupa tion.

But in recent times there are tens and hundreds of holes (sources, places)

e in agriculture and industry are small, then there are not
-
the number of t

from which salary and profit come out (emerge), and there are many people

who have the mind to divide up into many branches (factionS?)(~~/()1 ),

and their minds flow and leak out and are lost and cannot be controlled.

I Generally speaking, if the number of people Who enter office are many, then

:)Ithose who engage in agriculture and artisanry (industry) are even fewer. If

lted as theeven someone as

regarded as noble a from birth (t'ien-hsiathere is nobody in the empire Who is

wu hsieng erh kuei che1C1~ ~'-'-,,-,...-_-l.oC

crown prince is in the same rank as the shih (scholar). Therefore, Wang Liang

( 1::- ~ ) of the Han dynasty left his post as ta-ssu-tucKfiJ/"1h and was

buried K at (~ 1r~ ), and later on when Kuang-wu-ti (of the Aater Han)

arrived there on an imperial tour, XE he finally (for the first time) exempted

J,Ll,....
~~ ~ enough goods (mul. If there are not enough goods, then the state is impoverished.

~d this is the reason why 1 say that the gates for allowing people iota office

~ are too many (t'ai-ta >If ~ ).4fn the Li<t-L ), it says: "Eveo the first

son of the Son of Heaven is a shih(~ :ordinary scholar, studenn?) Since

his sons and grandsons living in t he town from miscellaneous labor service.

The son of a ~ime minis~er (Ch'eng-hSiang~~ was not able to get a

reduction in his household taxes (hu-t' iao ):). ~~. BU~ recently all of the
) 1b \'\A2..

families of the officials of the nine grades (chiu-p'in) (regular officials)

are not required to pay taxes (X»E or labor service) (Pu-chen~~it:). And th

the sons and younger brothers of the exalted ones, who have the yin (protection)I'
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284, l4;23b) privilege, receive again (for a second time) the blessingand enccuragem

ment (of the state), and all of them live with a grave d~nor and order people,.

scholars was in order to control

) .
oods.

And this

(sejo chi

managed

ye1:.f-$J 1-:/= lfr 11)~~~

I say that the families of the sons of the nob'lit

(superior{I ).
The reason why former kings

around and just sit and eat. How can the common

(hsien wang chih-shih so-i li-wu

..

The reason why they established salaries (for officials) was so that these would

in theiOl receiving support (from tho> e below) were

The shih (scholars) of later generations would playand

of the bell and the drum and erect~ high pavibions and carry

back and buttocks XKxtxENXJt;XX as their strength was used for labor,~

(the shih) received (thus) their support (for their O\vn) livelihoods.

----~.----

of the scholars were regarded as valuable (noble because of their

skill in planning? and their virtue in the way (feng-yu tao-i~~,
in terms of their joys and difficulties and their adv~ntages and disadvantages

difficulties of the latter were as dist~nt from one another as heaven and earth.

their pleasures to extremes while the peasants and artisans were whipped On

with encouraging others to work and controlling them. Even though the ranks

in a stream. The difference between the pleasure of the former and the

l4:24a) Obtaining an official post was like ascending x (to the position)t of

a god (son1U1 ), while those who did not have office were like those submerged

take the place of (officialsa having to) cultivate the fields (themselves).
the work (difficulty) of

The farmers, artisan~s, and merchants had Xm manage their work (take x aare of
shih

their work) and perform labor service \..bile the scholars had to concern themselves

Those \"ho were at the top

warmly treated (hu~ ), while those at the bottom in the levies and exactions

made upon them, were heavily (burdened). If the support (feng-ya4~ )
(received by officials from the common peol1l1e) is \'larm (~ excessive),

then it stimulates their desires, and if the levies and exactions (on the

(li-hai) they \"ere not It; very far from (the situation) of the farmers-.-_._-
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284, l4:24a) people) are heavy, then the people below do not have the

wherewithal to live (make a living). For this reason disreputable types

risk death in order to follow after those above them (the officials), and

they concot deceitfi~l (methods) in order to enter tthe ranks) of the dficials

(to become officials). They do this not only to seek profit (for themselves),

but also to avoid injury. And this is why I say that the salaries and

benefits (to the officials) are too liberal (xxX tlai-hu~~ ).,--.., ,.....- " :b-
According to a saying (yU;~ : of old?) l "If you do your best and

'n\,..

still cannot do something, then stop.!l (ch'en-li chou-lieh pu-neng-che, chih

lt1J ~K¢iJ q:~~% L ). In the past, Li Ying?~~ )

and Chou ChU (l{\~) were tz' u-shih (prefects), and the shoo-ling (l'~4

district magistrates) were fearful, and magistrates from more than 40 walled

towns took account of the situation and turned in their seals and resigned.

Why is it that they did not hold on to their salaries and enjoy pro~~erity?

For that XM reason the Han dYnasty laws were beyond :iD compare (pu k 1 0 lunJ~.

From the time that the Sui dynasty changed the laws pertaining to the selection

(of men f~r office), then even the stupidest of Nmm men wriggled like insects,

nonetheless if they were only able to take advantage of one thing or pass

one examination, and get selected for a post, then mXXXER people were given

office only on the basis of their rank. Officials who were travelling around

had a retinue behind them bowing and scraping, and they received mounds of

emoluments and salary, and after four years on duty, they were dismissed.

Because they made connections (Wi th powerfUl men: iny~ng]_~ andeji!:flit
the people (ch'im'~ ~~,), then on the day when they were dismissed,

their wives and families (children) were wearing luxuri~s clothes, and their
lay

servants and horses were fat, amtx:t and (but?) they "XXHH on their backs and

looked up to" the sarim (forest of scholars). \Jhen the limit on their office

was up, they were selected again (for another post); when their term was over,

they~arted again, and if they made n~major mistakes , u~til_the time t~ey

died they never left office. According to one popular saying: "For a man
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mimidqng (pretending to) die
284, 14:24a) to become an official is like dying; there has never been a

case of one who has finished (gone) and not came back again. Being an official
liberal

is as easy as this, the emoluments they enjoy being as plentiful as thiS,

and the laws being as magnanimous (liberal) as thiS, and the (opportunity to)

(the people, make exactions) beeing as heavy as thiS, then who wouldn't
disadvantages (hae)

(these kin s of)difficulties~ and go in the direction of what was

(advantages) (li) to him? And thiS is why I said that the

orders making people responsible an..acc~ were too thin.
ChIen Chi-ch'i ~

In t he pas!: :dIHXXXxXi{xaXxgKXt ~a red 'that what should be done was

to lighten the salaries and benefits (profits--of the of~cials) and make heavier
the control over them and their ~~ ~

xk~~ responsibility (tokch'aek·~ .~), to make it so that even

untalented men who left their seats empty and put their seals of office down

by their side, and who bowed and yielded (to others) and were appointed to

I~~ office, they would not dare accept (the appointment--because the chance for

~~:tting into trouble by not meeting their responsibilities would be too great

~
".~~ and they ~"ouldn't have that much to gain from a Imv salary). And with regard

~ to the people, (he felt) the (state) should ease up (be magnanimous) on the,"rb' - - - --
, levying of misc. labor servtce and make them secure in the lands, and ensure that

~ the farmers, merchants, and artisans each took joy in their occupations. If

f ~~. " you cannot make the la\vs stricter and the labor service (tax) ~quirements

~.)\~# (yr more liberal yet still want to use the laws to block the route to advancement

.,1<') (.; n to
~ \ _ office) and prevent corrupt people (from becoming officials), this

~\>t<J would be tantamount to trying to block a stream with a pile of scattered earth;

l~fi~h~:~Ulddefinitely not be stopped."

I --.~liscellaneous Opinions (Discussion) On the election of Officials (s5n'g~ chab'iji)

~f.) ~ ~T~c1f::.!;l~of the emperors and kings were of necessity gfand and prosperous

.1 "€t'. (I~~ . "\Jheel s an: spokes ~ame f rom the four quarteru' (They were the

0) .\" l! hub of the universe: ~~ ).~~~commonpeop.e

/ \ ~. \~ (sa-mul:J:~) gatbeted there ,n great numbers, could they be

called great.
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284, 14: 24b) If authori ty (ch'Uan~)were scattered among the chUn

(commanderies) ~1d kuo (kingdoms), then the people from distant areas
be desolatet

not come (to the capital), and the capital city would KHEtxHa (I ).
~ I

\vould

Hhat

times to the Sui dynasty, the responsibility for the selection of

many people floating around (\vithout anything to do), t~en there

To this I \YOuld reply: For several hundreds and thousands of years from

about that? (How could that be any good)?

people summoned to the capital as
would become

offici 15?) ka~ai:~our Eastern capital/desolate • (If not them)then
would be

who wax responsible for the desolation? (because of the above problem, one

\~ll be few who are settled down (on the land). Since the ~ d nasty

r..~ ~i.v.::abo;ished the method of provincial selection (wai-hsllan'9-f~ )and summoned

~'all the people of the mmpire X%BXtkK~Ka and gathered th~the capital,

t~~ ~ in the spring they return and in the fall they XNme go (back and £ort~ with

~~_ the season) like birds gathenedg or clouds coming together such that all the

~~IProductionof the area within the passes is offered as food"" for the sustenance#~~of people wandering (into the capital) from the four dieections. For this reas on

k, ~ '\fA the strength of the people was used up in transporting firewood a rrl fWMi grain

~OA an the wood and grain became as expensive as sandalwood and pearls. Because
because of

of this it was said t hat/these people (the

v~s all (always) divided up among the chUn and kuo. ~

- --::~ll~
nt the time of the ~w{KXxemperors .len, Ching, and ::u(A t'r.~ ~ ,
of the Han dynasty ~he capital came to be vastly populated (ShU~ ) and rich.

The hundred shops an nine markets (Here so crmvded that) the people could not

~
turn around to look and the carts could not turn around. And the Fro~rity

.I'~ ,.thf and extravagance was also said to have been extreme. How was it necessary
~V'~ ~ I r-

~\~~ (for the capital) to be aided by simply the (centralized) selection of schola~

.:i~ ''t..,~t(' for office (son'go) for things to get this way? People are (supposed to) have

~~ fixed places to reside without any extra (excess) people arSUnd. If there

~JJf\
~

might say tl~t failure to concentrate recruitment in the capital wuuld lead

to the desolmtion of the capital).



[
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284, 14:24b). Moreover, if authority is distributed to the choUK and chUn

and people are recommended for office from the p~ce in which they live, then

the people living in the four directions (in the provinces)\~ll have n~ desire

to go to distant places; they will just stay at home and regard their
(studies?)< .....,
occupations with respect, yet official salaries will still be prOVided of

itself (naturally). Lven if official salaries should not be provided, they

still will never abandon their occupations (jobs)(duties, ye~). If the-path to office is cut off in the provi~es and is concentrated in the capital,

then pep~le will be sparing of their time (that they use for agriculture

and their regular occupations?) and they will covet sala~ies., and who would

be willing to stay secure (at home)? 'or sure they would sell off their

~ (~lf/.J and~use up their family property (p ",eUth) and use up their

food and money on the road tiExtmxmRxax travelling back and forth. This would

make of them people who had for otten their homelands and were wandering ~HX

around the country. If you compare the overcrowdin of the c ital (with useless

~ people) with their being

(' you comp~re.the prosper~ty of one capital ~ith the prosverttYv of 10,000

\ kingdoms, which is better? How much more so in the case of a true king who ought

to make his 'vhole empire prosperous; how is this to be compared with having

KWCmtx crowded streets and m ffi. ops (onlj in the capital)7
,..---

Some might~y that the gates for recruitment to office have been opened

for a long time, and those who have comefn (been appointed to posts)

have already become numerous. If we were to reform this law, then the

old names (same old people)~@Kimxmxmhro~~xmH*RExHa¥who always used

to be selected for office would ~~Va~le~~vance in the world, and it

would cause people of ordinary talent to be appointed to office, but there

would be no places in which to accomodate t hem; and when they left office
get experience 7

(,·,ithdre,v) there .-/Ould be no places for them to practice (study). iJhere would

these people go in the future?

To this I would reply:
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284, 14: 24b) Human beings

T'ang -63- imgwan kos~l

A4J. ~1
(jen: whether human beings are good for

being official s

or stupid; the

or not) ien~ ~~~ther they are outstandin~ (\'oOrthy)'Pm. \!1 .'\!l
job (yeh) bl~ows ~(depends upon) whether it is flourishing-

or in decline. If a E worthy man has been obtained to fill (as low a post

as) granary clerk, then the worthless ones among the scholars (shih) would

rather (more likely) be afraid to appear among the a ranks of the scholars.

It has been this way since ancient times; it is not just in one generation

to lock the old sates (which allowed people into the official class) and not
j -

wiue (broad, numerous) and we cannot abol~sh them by force; all we can do is

each man has an excess of (plenty of) his own talents (particular talents),

(that this has been true). Therefore, the tradition (chUan? Tso-chUan?) says:
(Han, II, 106, gbosaes hou with kings)

285, 14:25a) liThe SUDnames of the three queens are at present commoners.ll~

At the present time (the number of the) saryur1:~1l: scholars) has become

~J ~
P" ~

allow new people in, keep the route to office steep (strict) and not allOW)) I'".rl ~xceSSive numbers of ) eople to be appointed. \lithin about a dozen ye.rs

~~ no new people will come (be taken in), .:;,;nd,..;:;th=e.....o,:;,l,o;d.....,;,;n.-e.-s..-w,;;i,:;l..l..,;;b,;;e-:::u;,;s,;e.:d..,:u£.p

~~ qr)-(eaten u . will retir ). He will \..a.a,t for t~;:;e~;:k people to become

~ small, only after which will the number of ofli~~e be reduced. In gemxal,
but because pe~le are always immersed in (fallen into) their feelings and

desires, you have to keep things strict and always \g~t people) to use their
lead, guide them ~l3.J

talents to the utmost. If you draw them (out?), t~en (their talents become?)

long (good); if you (cau~~er (give them glory? (~U,
then (their talents will be?) short (bad). It all depends on~(ry~n1t8

and that is all. For that reason the s ajok (yangban?) (-t~[) all receive

instruction from their fathers and elder brothers, and their roots are deep

IL~ 1ft.. , () {P in the intelligence and brightness of their EIlatures
{1~"'1 J
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(But?) generally be~ause they rely on the line of

hereditary offiee-holding?), they have no fear of
drowning ~ ~

or sinking ( -1:f:-'~ ). For that reason they never cultivate

(themselves) and it is rare that their reputations or their righteousness

stands up (are established). This is because their instruction (teaching)

makes it that way. ~ only good people are selected and those without talent

are rejected (abandoned), then those who move forward will receive

rank and emoluments, and those who move to t he rear (are rejectedJil) will

fall into the mud (fall by the wayside). Eve~n will then be excited

so who would not jump forward. If thiS happens, then the people of

middle rank will all be long on talent. Even though it is said: "Be

careful in selecting· (men)," if you abandoned (this method?), where W) uld

you go <to find men of talent?)(IIan, Ill, 106)(~~~z...1~,'m ).
Some might say: If you consider the laws of the state (kuo-chia chia-ling

'fAt ), then in general in recOPlPlend.1ng and selecting men, basically

you search for talent and Virtue; you do not select (people) on the
---- r---

~baSiS (of their ability to write) oetry (wen-ssu~i

'Therefore it says in the statutes (lU I )that 1£ someone recOllUllends 4 man

who is not right (the right kind of man), then he suffers (the penalty)

of transportation (tu 11i.) In the cOlllllentary ~to the laws), it states:

If a man is said to behave contrary to vi rtuous behavior, then regard h:i.m

as inferior ).J§11'*" )J?1..J$). If he? resides 10 the chou or chUn,

then the lien-shih ( ~ f.t, )will report (his name) (to the courtfa,

(those people) will be promoted or dismissed. By this means one can be

careful and diligent (in recommending people for office?) and it will

and if he resides at the court, the~ from time to time

be suffucient for handliqg the matter (of recommendation). If the officials

in charge (yu-ssu~~ : of personnel?) continue in the sane bad habits

<ltl~~ ) and do not take responsibility, then gradually the matter

(of personnel recommendation) will be done badly. At the present time
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285, 14: 25a) we only have to repair (fix up) and carry out the old

orders (regulations). Why is it necessary to change anything?

\~

To this (I) would respond: In the chou and the chUn. s~(scholars) are

recoDlDended (ku lL) on the basis of their virtuous behavior. while
(wei I )examines of talent

the Boa~d of Rit s selects men/on the basis of letters and poetry.

The examination officials examines en for t heir learning on the

basis of the t.' ieh-wen(rR~ 1\examinations). and the Boards of

Personnel aod War cbooses officials on the basis of~~ ) andJ'~ao( ~J l.

This is all provided for in the laws (regulations). We only have to fix

up certain laws. Moreover. if virtue has no form (does not take form)

and talent lla does not bave a VeSSel?(iIt~~ +{L:<f<f.~ l.

then even though you JIIlI seize it with your hand. you cannot do it. 4nd

even though you listen with your ears. you C4nnot hear it. and you

cannot know where it is. So then~ how can you be able to distinguish

(men of virtue and talent) and use them (in office)? At the present

time the Boards of Rites and Personnel both consistently (use. rely on)

~~b.lles.le~res aod poetry, and because of this people of talent are

far removed from this (from them). When officials recommend people. they shhould
and the worst

only obtain the bes~ and that is all. It is rare that over several

year's time they even get one man from a tao (province. circuit). But

),

in one chou you have

path) but are stupid

r may be honest and

several dozen men who either tread the normal (right

~ "!b '" ~ .;t ~tt \~ ~
and dumb (1ftzJ 'r ~1 ~ ~~~ ~r$
diligent and respectfuL. but are obscured by other

14:25b people, or are good at deception and committing excesses, but remain
'- -
hidden without a word about them getting out. How can you ever hear about

J
them? If the selection of men for office is not entrusted to the outside

but it will not be led downstream. If scholars are selected on the basis

are given posts on the

then~ even though you cite the laws to them and even though

of

held responsible for performance, then the source of (water) will be opened

(proiince~, localities), and if in appointing men to office they are not
"'L_--------_
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285, 14:25b) you hold up the ax to them (threatening punishment)., it will

do no good. Unless this is changed, it will not be all right.

Some might say that: In the past in the Later Han dYnasty in -selecting scholars (for office? in the exams?), the students (Chu-Sheng~Jf2
were tested in classical learning, and the scribes (wen-li~~ ) were

r ~~texted in composition of memorials, so that in recommending men {chU jen),~~

they tested them in writing (wen), and that this was D the instiuutes "3-
-------(method) of former kings, but you alone regard this as wrong for the

present time. Hhy?

I would respond to this that: In the Han dynasty those who were

recoomended (kung JJ: )were only the wang-kuan{ ~~ :officials of

kings, princes), and that was all. Generally speaking, with regard to

the chun and kuo (commanderies and kingdoms) of the Han dynasty, every

year the recommended scholars (kung-Shihl.-:t: ) were all appointed as

lang( 81 )and they were divided up among the three Sbu(:tf ).
They~ accumulated talent (experience and skill on the job?) and

then KKXB awaited summons (for office). There were no regular posts.

Therefore, at the outset it was necessary to test their skills and see whether

they had any ability or not. And when it came to the liao-11?(*~:
officials) of the chUn and kuo, then all of them were appointed ~u~ )

by th~hu{~1 i. :local magistrates?). Then when the order came down,

they were ap ointed to office. When were they ever recommended as
.:'.i:

IIguestsll? ~ ). They were never given examinations. As for

the petty officials and clerks in the distant villages and districts, or

the clerks of ferry stations and frontier districts, all af them were

l
' I recommended to the minis try of personnel, or they went up to t he sheng

. ~ :provin:e1) to receive an ex&Ill1""tion. This started io~
~ dynasty. It liaS not an ancient law.

~
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285, 14:»25b) Some might say that:% if you allow the "outer" chou

("'l-chau~~* :prefectures) to hlre and sUlIIlIOn (officlals (Pl-C~A~,
then definitely it will lead to the local magistrates (appointing) their

friends, or local powerful people making requests (that they be appointed)
--------

or~ neighbors offering goods (brbies), and (as a result) there will

be many people (who are appointed to office) who are not truly talented.

Wouldnlt this be excessive? How about that?
are

v/ To this 1 would reply: You really do bl.ve this. However,/these

excesses, compared to the number of requests made of the Mtnlstry of ~ersonnel,

magistrataes l/I, t3';1,
any worse1 Moreover, the mu-shou (moksu q,c.., ) of the chou and chUn

(prefectures and districts)xx since ancient times have been said to share

(with the king) the governance (of the state). With respect to whether

the traces (RB£xRRs record they have left behind) is either good or bad,

the laws provide for review of performance (and promotion or demotion:

Ch'6nCh loeER~). They share with the king his concern for the country

(punyo;b\l: ). and they assume resPOnSlbU.11 for accompUshment (ch'aeksllng

1IL~ ). so how would they dare go to excess in selecting people (for

office, chU)? Even t4>ugh many years go by and people are lazy, and

the laws are long (in use. on the books), and evils arise, and EluDe

Heaven I s net gets spread out (~~$ S9 that deception and mistakes

are permitted, and friends and acquantiances are .,pP*-x recommended for

office, and improer requ~ts and personal considerations (operate in the

appointment of men to office) so that 5 out of 10 men are exceedeng the

law, still the situation will be such that half (the people appointed)

will still be preserving the correct way. But if (you leave things

in t he hands of) the Ministry of Personnel, then not even one out of

ten (will be doing things right). I ask you to try. talking about

(discussing?) this. Generally speaking, when it comes to the selection

of offlclals (ChllnhYllng~~~j)' Qhey are selected only on the basls of

the shu (written exam? ~ ) and plan(~U :judgment) , and when

it comes to their being appointed to office, they~mply use official rank
~w'l
(kwanja
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14:26a

285, 14:25b) a (as the basis for the decision). If a person is good

at the shu and plan (examinations), how does that mean that he would

%'
ha~v~e ~the, ~b~~atYndt~.:bae panerOsfonfihaciasla? (shan shu-plan che he pi 11 nang?

~L _~ beautiful (high) record of official
~ criminal

rank, how would that prevent himfrom being greedy (an extortionist) ?

(~~fJ.,t~kf.>f!~ ). 7~~na man is fully qualified in terms

of his official rank and is skillful in the use of the pen and he
iI is regarded as the most K correct (best) person by the Ministry of

!Personnel (Li-tslao), when he is appointed to office, his ability

\ (to perform as) an official has still not been thoroughly invest~ted.

If (such a man) should in nature be good at follOWing others ~) ),
~ \ \~Jf/'.

then he should be put in charge of a post of chu-pien(? ?t-)$ :where he

manages and takes care of business, some matter). Or if his talents are

suited to taking care of difficult business (matters), then he should

be given the post of .san-yUan(~~_ :Han, Ill, 108 a post that bas a name

but no official duties), or from time to time given suitable responsibilities,

for this would also be good fottune (for the man). This would ~ not be

something that the Ministry of Personnel would be able to know about.

People who ~ write but who are worthless are able to be promoted to

posts within a matter of days, but people who can be used in office but

do not know how to write spend their whole lives without advancing (to a pa> t).

How much worse is it in the case of those who in taking the shu and plan
write

(examinations) use other people to take t he tests for theld, or who

get other people to substitute for them (on these tests), or who have

those sitting next to them substitute for them, or who in approaching

the wark? take off then clothes (?), or who prior to the deadline have

someone help them out. Thus one man who has superior talent can combine

(perform the exams for?) four or five, a while only one or two pe<p le

out of ten write the compositions (on the exams) themselves. How much

worse ~ it in the case of those who falsify (answers) or commit deception,

use false names and touch feet? And in addition to this, the clerks take bribes.
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285, 14:26a) Even though (someone) might accumula. te a record of mistakes

(wrongdoing), who would fault him? And if a man who has been recommended

does not have official rank, then even though his name is correct (he has

a good reputation?), yet still he would be z: axed (cut). Moreover, I

hear that in ancient times the sons, younger brothers, and relatives of the

kung and ching~~h~ officials) each had their eunsu~~: status)

dete~ined in accordance with how high or low the position (of their

relatives) (or: the position of each was determined by their status),

and there were no limits established as towhethar one, two, three or four

of them (people from the same family?) could be obtained (for office).

The ming-ching(oll~ :examinations?) of the Li-pu (Ministry of Persnnel)
'~v-,- _

etc. was also done this way. 'flrtw?lwaM,mdtu If only a small number,

they (this) was called SheDf:-li~{J~). Was this not a violation

of law? If both (practices) are regarded as violations (excesses), this

then is a hundred times worse.

Some might say that. even if the Ministry of Personnel exceeds the

law (in its practices), still it stops with just one agency, whereas if

the chou and chUn (districts) commit excesses (in the recruitment of men).
c-_ ~---there are many gates (places, where wrongdoing can be done). If they

are relatively equal in their cOUlDision of wrongdoing. then wouldn't the

best • thing to do be to close off the many gates and returna everything

to a single gate (agency)?
-~

To this I would reply: Even though the excesses committed by the chou
abolish them

and chUn (districts) would be many, it would be easy to make changes in

them. If the Ministry of Personnel commits excesses. then even though it

is only one agency, it cannot be changed (abolished). \4by is this so? At

the present time, the method for the selection of personnel is to select

all men of talent at the Minis try of Personnel and appoint them to posts

in the chou and cliun (districtsRL If talent and position do not match up,

b t I f the ~~,uf-s:b~then there is confusion and responsibilities will not e me • 'f< ~
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285, 14:26a) is held responsible (for thiS), then he will say that

the order appointing (the man) an official came fran the Ministry of

Personnel (Li-ts'ao), and I do not dare abolish (cancel) it. If the

shih-lang(1~~~ ) is held responsible (for a bad appointment), then

he will say, we Jbpointed the man to office on the basis of an examination

of his shu, plan, (examinations), and an investigation of his rank, so there

is no way to

~~)
guarantee the man's past (record). If you hold the ling-shih

origins,
responsible, then he wilb say that he investigated the man's'record

l4:s6b

and his comings and goings, and carried out (the apointment on that basis)

and that he doesn't know anything else (about it). When t he common people

receive harm, who is to be held responsible for the fault? If the mu-shou

(moksu, magistrate) is himself in charge of (selecting) and using (appointing

subordl. nates?l (chayong ~ IfI l. then the crimes (crilllinals?l will in the

future take flight (abacond) sanewhere.~~~~ l~ jll)'fittjdls )
Defird;eely, if there is a violation of the law at the chou or c hUn (pref. or

district) level, and you just change the tz'u-Shih(~}.t. :prefect),
-dtf a transgression

then you can reform (change, hyllk ~ ) things. But if an excess is

committed in the Ministry of Personnel (Li-pu), then even if you change

(transfer) the shih-lang( ~~ ~r l. It will do nn good. Generally

speaking the "nine streams" (chiu-liu 'fLJLl. are/~~oad and numerous

that one cannot k know them (all) (in detail), and this is because the

law makes it this way. (fa ahih-chih jan 'l~ fW..l!-ll it is

not the fault of the cheng-ssu( lE- ~ :official in charge?). Therefore,

it is said, even though the gates (agencies) are many (i.e., when you

put responsibility on the many magistrates), it is easy to change (a magis~ate),

whereas even though the gate (agency--Ministry of Personnel) is only one,

you cannot change it (so easily), and it is because of this.

S e might say: At the present time there is much favoritism among

people (jen to cheng? ) and for that reason they

are long on fear and calculation. (Thus) %iIlaxntu*ul!l'KII in the selection
proper administration (kanggi)

of officials, law and order is bound to be lost. So there is nothing as good
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285, l4:26b) as the order (laws) currently in use.
borrow

To this I would reply: Do not XakB principles from ancient times;

I beg you to take examples from right beiore your eyes tto prove(your case).
All - 'd:'.

At the present time in each tao (circuit), the Chieh-tu-Shih(~l'~41~)'

Tu-t~-=-Shih~Iflitt~Kuan-ch'a-shih(~71.). and Tsu-yung-shib

($.~ 1~ )all select themselves their own subordinate officials,

frail the p'an-kuan( 111lit )and fU-Chiang(i1j'1Vt ) down. And

even though there might be s e favoritismk among them, yet when you

consider it overall, seven out of ten (choices) are good ODB$. Thus

at the present time the method of hir;.ng one's sWrbr4Dnates (pi-li chih fa

A~) is currently in practice. It is coky tbat it bas not extended

down to the chou and hsien (pref. and district) level, and that is all.

One can see what the advantages and disadvantages are. How would standards

be lost and order be destroyed (if we decentralized the recruitment process)?

If we were to allow the various shih (circuit, prvvincial dticials)'s

subordinates be appointed by the Ministry of Per", onel (Hsilan-ts'ao~f),
then how would we get people to take charge of serious matters of border

defense and tax collection?

Someone might say: In the last few years we have always seen assistant

officials (She-kuan~l~) in the chou and hsien, and all of them are

officials that the ...-1h:(moksu) bas appointed himself (tzu-shu '@ f).
But government is shoddily carried out in many cases and there has been

of long-term plans
no discussion (of this) for a long time. When they just barely become

officials, they have already (learned to?) look out for their own livelihoods

(making a living). What with greeting new officials and sending off old

ones, the burdens and annoyances are extremely great. rf, at the present

time, we were to allow the chou and chUn (officials) to summon and hire

(ChaO-Pi~~~ (their own subordinates), then you can imagine what

the difficulties would be like. How about this?
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285, 14:26b) Tp this I would reply: All the officials of the state

receive appointments from the court (chao-ming), but the she-kuan (assistants)
iCon an ad hoc basis)

posts are filled whenever there is a vacancy. If they were all filled

at one time, then in a short space of time all business would definitely

come to a halt. EVen if all the people ran off, there would be no way

to fix responsibil~y, and even if an official compiled a good record,

yet an offEcial would not become accomplished. (Offidals) would only

do What was convenient for themselves. What could they expect from

not doing things in a shoddy way? If official posts were neither

moved around nor taken away and (local officiats) werex allowed to

appoint. their own assistant officials and these assistants were (the local

officials!) responsibility, tthen above (in the higher posts?) peopee

(subordinate¥ officials) would repay (their superios?) for having faith

in them (Chih-Chi~C--), and below they would regard as profitable

the honor of being included in official ranks, and all would compete

to exert their knowledge and effort. Would there be anybody who would not

give his all? xi At the present time wex K&XK always Xm appoint ~a

men and give them posts in distant places several thousand li away, and

286, 14:27a they have to take their families with them these long distances which
year

is very difficult and burdensome. And then a WB&k later, they have to

move somewhere else and they are on the road (a:Smrigt~ again). When they

calculate the time that they will spend as officials before being te~nated,

they will realize that thar reputations will not be made b, people who

know them. And their future posts will be detennined by an investigation

(of their official rank, so they cannot he careless about this. Who would

be careless about it? (end note) (Tlung-t'ien, ch. 18, p.103 of my

edition. 6th point ends here. 7th point is omitted by Yu)

:i~ Articles for Reform of the Recruitment System (IT, Xifll8, p.103)

(~~f;M~" ). With regard to civil and military

officials at the capital and in the pr~~:f rank 5 and up (note: men~;;J
who ought not to be recomaenced (chu-i~by the Personnel Bureau (ns an-ssu»
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286, 14:27a) With regard to the above, 1 request that the tsai-hsiang

I (FM? If~ )have ~neral supervision over tbeir advancement and

appointment, and that the Ministries of Personnel Sld War (Li-pu,

J Ping-pu) participate in this by indicating

Witb regard to tbe Shang-sw(~ t
the Ministry of Personnel, as to the above

their approval or disapproval.

) and Sbib-lang({~lp )of

(as to them), 1 request that

they discuss

appoint (chebae ) officials of rank 6 and below and that they

investigate and report on any unfair cases of personael appointments.

(note: If fhere are cases where the chief officials of bapital bureaus or
ClV~ \7v6 U, t;1Jt -d;.

. the Kuan-ch'a-shih (kwanch:alsa) axxElm (governors?) o~h~~J~:

Iprefects) have ap~inted subordnate officials whose talents do~ match

thetx responsibilities of their posts, or where in making appointmebts

they have "turned their backs on what is right" (kung) or have shown

private favoritism, then (the shang-shu and shih-liang) should be
.---_---

able to investigate and report this and submi t a membrial of impeachment;

~ 1 if no tm wrondgoing has occurred in the appointment of men to office, they

(~ I should not be able to raise (que ~ons).)(end note) When there is some

[ ~/--case to investi~te<then tbe lang-chung'( ~f'-r ). tz 'u-sbib(*'l£.)J. r
_r' . n-wa1-la!]g( ~H~f)' p'an~ng(~)rf) )0 S~b~ang(~~F ->-r t 6t,

and s~ng-sllU(~ t )will Sign it. and after that it will be carried out.

(Note: If all the chief officials have committed same other violation, then

the agency in charge of investigations will on their own take responsibility

for submitting a memorial of impeaclunent. It is not something that the

~inistry of Personnel should investigate, and for that reason f have

(herK) stated that, "if it is not a matter of wrongdoing connected with

a personnel appointment the should not be able to raise the case.")(end note)

With regard to other matters under their jurisdiction, refer to old

(practice). If it is heard that same %rEwsfex wrongdoing has been committed

in a personnel appointment by a chief officials and the Ministry of Personnel
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286. l4:27a) has not raised the case. then I request that it be entrusted

to the~ lII-Shih-tai;,a;17.iJt) who will impeach them. ADd if

the YU-shih-tai does not raise he case. then the TSO-YU(~~) will

impaach them. (note: Refer to the Ta-tien, (where it says that) if the

Y'1i-shih res an impeachment case and does not take responsibility for it. then

the TSO-yu-ch'eng(~~~)can submit a memorial of impeachment.) (end note)
~

liith regard to the Shang-shu and shih-lang of the Ministry of hTar
------

(Ping-pu), I request that they take charge of discussing military officials

to officials of rank 6 and below, they will appoint them. and they will

also investigate cases where appointments have not been fair (correct).

(note: If there are cases where the chief military officials of the military

guards (chiln-wei) or the ~hieh-tu-shih or tu-tuan-lien-shih have appointed

officers whose talents do not fit their posts. or who in making appointments

have used favoritism rather than fair (impartial criteria), then they will

be ablt to investigate and submit a memorial of impeachement. If it is not

a case of wrongdoing in a personnel appointment, they will noc be able to

raise the case.)(end note)

If there is a case to be~vestigated. or if there is something to be

impeached at the tai-sheng(?~ Jz ), then it will be done in accordance
._ ~r~

with the law for the Minitt:ry of Peroonnel. As for other matters under

their jur~diction. they shOUld act in accordance with old (precedent).

With regard to the tribute ree"""'endees (kung-ehii-jen Ji.i),)
recommended every year by the Ministry c£ Rites (Li-pu). 1 request that

these be abolished. If separately, there are talented scholars learned

in the classics. 1 request that they be selected by the Kuo-tzu-chien (KukchagaM)

or the Six Schools. (note: That is, the Kuo-tzu-chien, T'ai-hsUeh, ssu-men-
---

hslleh, LU-hsueh (law), Shu-hsueh (writing school), etc.)(end note)

\<lith regard to the recommendations and selections of the Minis try of

War, I request that these be abolished. (Note: In the Sui dynasty, they established



./
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286, l4:27b) the che.ch'Ung.fU~1(~If{) for the purpose of

dividing up the military garrisons and troops scattered around the

empire. In the time of Empress Wu (\~ T'ai-hou), in the sheng-pIing

period of peace and tranqUilli~:~705)' they established the

~litary ex.ami.nati~ns (wu-chU ~J' for fear that pepple would

fight with one another (as a means of gainigg power?), and both root and

branch of the military officials and military aelection (recruitment

situation) were t.en care of. Now at the present time both in the capital

and in the outer areas there are military units everywhere and there

are many officers !~~~Jit~statiOnedaround. Really we ought

to establish some method to reduce them. (But if we did so), how could

we again stretch out (open up?~) the gates and induce people to come in

(and serve as military officers?) How much the worse since these people

are not brave a I¥.i courageous men. They only call themselves military
----------------

officia~s; they are not good enough to defend (anything). Even though you

were to train them in the use of the bow and arrow, they w:>uldn't be

able to fight. They can just sit around and enjoy their s_alaries and emoluments

and look for ways to avoid labor service. We ought to abolish all of them

now and put an end to illicit advantage.)(end note)

With regard to capital officials of rank 6 and below (note: those

who ought to be recommended by the bureau of personnel (hsUan-ssu», 1

request that each of these be entrusted to the chief official of Zkka his

office who will select them himself. Those who are appointed for the

first time will be called .... she Hwan",CtI, and only after that

will the Ministries of personnel and we be informed. Those ministries

will then memorialize, and an imperial edict will be handed down informing

14:28a) the agency, and the man will become a regular official (cheng-kuan).

The investigation (!<ao%' )of the man's (record. the keeping of his

file?) will commence from the day that the memorial reporting his appointment

(by his superior official) is received. As for the salry of the she-kuan,
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Regarding
286, 14:28a) each of them will receive half.HkKX an assistant official

(tso-kuan{t rfE,) of a fu or chou,81UtK¥ (note; the folbowing officials

are not inCLUde".:"in this: ~Jtj ".!If) i.1f.r@~#~ ),
from the Ch'ang-Shih~~ down to the hsien-chleng and hsien-wei

<l~4} ~12..Jr )(note: Even though the ch'ang-shih and s ...... of the
\.(f~lt Itl '1

chou are in the category of rank 5 officials and down, they also will be
rank 6 ~

treated the same as iiiViiik officials) (end note), each 0 f them will be

selected by the chief official (ch'ang-kuan) of the chou or fu, on his-
own. (Their selection) will not be limited to local ~8HkKtB~ people or

Ilguests" (tlu, kle.±. ~)(frOm other districts), and the system for reporting

the appointment of cheng-she (regular or assistant, temporary?3£: ~~ )

officials will be the same as that for capital officials of rank 6 and ~low.

With regard to distant frontier chou, or chou where (prisoners~) are kept
-- ~";;-=------

under reisttaint??~~~), this will be entrusted to the kuan-ch'a-shih

of the tao (prOVinc~~J~~illbe allowed together (with the magistrate?)

to make selections of personnel and to fill posts.

With regard to the sheng-shih Shih-li4!~ ) rin<xJIx of the

upper prefectures (chou), the ch'an-chlln po-shih( ~" ~ 1:" ) of the

middle prefectures, and the p'an-ssu( 1')~ )of ~he lower- prefectures

(note: the lU-Shih~~) and ch'an-ChUn(~I~) are not included in

this category)(end note) and the hSien-ch'eng(I~~~ ) of~e middl~ and
(petty?) ~\I ~

lower (bsien) and lower, and the/officials of the post-station, ferries,

and garrisons, I request that the tz'u-shih (prefect) in charge fill those

posts, after which he will report it to the ministries of personnel

and war. And the

~~fter which theae

memorials (to the

ministries of personnel and war will grant a cer:Dficate

people will become officials. In all cases do not use

throne). The quotas of these officials will not be

able to exceed the old system. And even though the ministry of personnel has

not yet reported, all of them will be given full salaries. If they have

received a she~tieh~~ h then while they are in office, they will
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286, 14:28a) the same as a reaular official, but after they lese office,

l4:28b) they cannot be called an official. If the official office of a prefecture

kK does not report (an appointment of these petty officials) because the man's

record has not been outsaanding, then I request that no time limit be set

for hearing (receiving a report on them). \vith regard to the chou and

hsis (prefectures and districts), I request that things be done in accordance

with old (procedures). The prefectures should be divided into three

grades (note: upper, middle, and lower) and the districts into 5 grades

(Chih<..11l ), chi(~" ), upper, middle, and lower). As for other

designations, such a~~~~\, I request that thase .....es

be abolished. (note: If the grades and ranks are too numerous , then it

note) •

With regard to the qualifications and experience (cba-rylSki£~
officials of rank 6 and below, I request that 5 years be a full teDD

office. (note: T'ang Yao and Yu Shun(~ ~ ) kept offtcials

the job for 9 years before transferring them. Since the Wei and Chin

lib
1~/1fL1~
9~~
~~ will take too long for officials to advance. Officials will be shifted

~~~\raPidlYin clerks' jobs and officials won't ~ on the job long, and

~~~)government(administration) will be done haphazardly. I request that these

;)(l:C many gradebS

e

be .»-tpdpui reduced so as to elicit better morale, and then

~lv-.~ it is to expected that the talents of officials will not be blocked off.)(end

~~.)

~. ::,-/\.\
Y on

dynasties all officials held posts for 6 years. Our state, following

the Sui dynasty, made 4 years (the standard term of office). In recent

times this was cut further to the san-kao (three inspections of performance

records--three years). At the present time, three or four years is too

short a time, while six or nine years is too long a time, so I request

that a limit of 5 years be set, which would be close to hitti. ng the mark.) (end note;

eq

nd
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286, 14: 28b)

With regard to those whose qualifications and experience are such that

they should be transferred to assist (some official), I request that
old

the}.; ystem (for doing this) be s~plified. (note: gjum Adjusting the

old system to do this means the qualifications and order for transferring

officials. It is only that if one official has also filled his te~ of

office, he may be immediately appointed and summoned to office, and

thexe will be no ~ numbers a» (quotas) for selection?) (end rote)

If tllere is someone whose talents, behavior, management of affairs

and record is exceptional, I request that he be allowed to skip a grade

and be promoted. ~en each chief official makes a substitute selection,

if the old subordmnate officials have committed some violation or are

not suited to their jobs, then I request that they be transferred as

convenient. If they have not committed any violations, then all of them

should wait for their te~s to 1:e up, when their records will be investigated.

intelligence and planning, or whose behavior or learning is refined and

developped, or whose talents and skills are able and outstanding, or who

Those who have not completed their terms of office c~~n~t~be~~ferred.
~- l \

If among the men under the jursidiction of the p nc ~hih ~governor) and

subordinate officials of the prefecture or district who are exceptional

or who are knowledgable in287, l4:29a) in conducting government affairs,I
!
\
\

\\ are talented but haven't had a x chance to show it (develop it), or who

I are hiding their virtue in the hills and gardens (in the countryside), or

\"ho a re qualified to hold an inner (c~ital) official post but (whose talents)

are not suited to a prefecture or district, (then report them to the Ministry-
of PersonBel)(end note8). t---

If there ase any military officers who are goot at military planning or

have military skills, or are qualified to be guards, or can command men, then

I request that without limit as to number their chief official be allowed

to report their talents, behavior, skill in planning and strategy and
send it off to~e court, and all will be reported to the Minis~ries of Personnel
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287, 14:29a) and War, and each will establish an official bureau in order

to handle them and investigate their talents and abilities and appoint

them to high or low offices. If there is a vacancy in an official post or

) who

with their

(note:

a special appointment, then appoint them to office in accordance

talents. (note: as in the case of KuanfU-hsUn(7t.;r~~
was in charge of the san-shu-lang(~~ ~I~ )(end note)

With regard to those who recommend p thdm for office, the recommendor
obtains

If you get a man who Xx ( recommendswill be raised in grade and advanced in rank.
an man

outsaDanSing and eminentj then transfer him to another pat.

If he appoints his own subordinates himself, then even though be obtains

an outstanding man, do not give him a rewarda.) (end note)

--, Mise, Articles on Prohibitio<B? (KJd\myak ChaPChO~~1~t1~
(follwwing along in the T'ung-tien, 18, p.103, column 3)..~

-, Uith regard to the various shili ~)~ and the chief officials

of the various buraaus, chou, and fu who recommend !Wd appoint subordinate
(of the candidates for subordinate posts?)

officials, I request that their records, virtues, behaVior, talents, and

abilities be written down clearly, and that they request the man be given

such-and-such a post or such-and-such an office. In all cases, they first

will report this to the Ministry of Personnel and Ministry of War.

14:29b) (note: If the provincial governot(various shih) memorialize. that

an official should hold a post concurrently, then he should distinguish

whether the other post is civil or military; he should not take into account

the original post. If the man is to assume a post in a prefecture or

district, then report it to the Ministry of Persnnel; if a military post,

then report it to the Minis try of War. )(end note)

The ministries of personnel and war will copy out the report and memorialize

it. (note: It will state that we have received a report from such-and-such

a governor (shih), such-and-such a military bureau (chUns-ssu), and such-

and such a chou or fu)(end note). iHexam*Bim.mxMftpm*t Each person listed

on the original report willa submit a file (report). Each governor,

bureau, and prefecture will make one copy (for the files)
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287, l4:29b) -. If the recanmended official during his term of office

commits some wrongdoing , or does not act in accordance with the letter

of recommendation, or commits a crime serious enough to be punished by

transportationtor worsea, then the person who recommended him will also

be held responsible (be implicated) (note:the man who committed the

cri,me will be dealt with in accordance with regular lawHend note)

(If a recommender bas recommended) one man (who goes bad), then

one year's salary will be taken from him. (note: as for provincial governors

who do not receive salaries, as in the case of rank 3 officials, the fine

will be converted to cash and calculated in accordance with (going rates)

at the time.)(end note)

If two men, then take away his imperial warrant. (note: for those who

have no warrant, then reduce his color (of his garments?) from purple to

red, or from red to green, or from green to jade)(end note)

If three people, then take a'~ay his xzutk grade (kye) and rank (ch'ae).

(note As for those who have a rank but no grade, or have a grade but no rank,

then in addition take away their warrant and merit award)(end note)

If four men, then relieve him of his current post. (note: If he has

already left his post, then relieve him of his post ex-post-facto) (end note)

If five men, then reduce his official (~ post) (note:~

Chieh-tu-shih and Kuan-ch'a-shih will be dropped to be prefects (tz1u-shih),

and prefects will be dropped to be shang-tso (~7'~, and all will be

stationed at frontier chou)(end note)

If six men, then take away his name (wing). (Note: Even though he

may have recommended more than six bad men, just stop with taking a'~ay his

name.)(end note)

If there is a case of a man who has committed the clime of embezzlement

punishable by exile or worse, then double the punishment. (note: doubte

means that if theret is one man who has committed a crime, JC treat it as

if it were two, if two men, then as if it were 4, ir three men, then as if it
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287, 14:29b) were six. The crime will stop at three men.)(end note)

If, after a man has recommended someone for office, he finds out

about the man's wrongdoing and reports it and impeaches the man himself,

14:30a), then I request that he not be indicted.(punished) (note: this

refers to someone who has recommended someone without knowing about his

wrongdoing)(end note)

-. In the case of an official who has recommended someone for office

after taking a bribe, or who has recommended a man of no talent because

he was friendly with him, or becauee he was swayed by the manls request

for office, or who recommended someone even though he kne\v the man to be
'd~1

1.. ........~ l " no good, iI such men shoold be punished with one degree of punishment.

tl/,O' i. 1kJAll such men should be pUnished for deceiving their superiors <lord, country)

~~~-l~ and there should be no limits on an official in terms of the redemption

I ~VJ #price for his crime (maejoe~~.
~ On the case where a man has recommended someone who asked him to

t 0 so, both of them will be regarded as criminals, and the one who sought

-t'tt't ~~~ I u/lhe office will be regarded as having been an accollqUice in the crime.

I~~ Generally speaking, human beings are born with desires, and if there

e ~~ is no lord (to contro~them), then it results in confusion (lan). Since

~~~ ~the lord (ruler) cannot "'~Rx govern by himself alone, he therefore

~ i establishes bis officials. ln ancient times in the reigns of tao and Shun

~/~-gi~}.f~r J\. (T'ang and Ju), (the kings) all .asked the people (abOU~~__ \ ~-
. 01 good officials?), and Shun recommende the 8 yUan and the 8 ? (I Vl.,,/ i}1.I)

(.»- _ ~, andSsu.~.(1J1l ~ ) recOllllllended ~~~ ,4£ ,~ ). This

Uu.-~'I was what was called the great way for appointing men to office. Coming

\V-"'~ ~ V,) down to t<:, thr~ynasties of antiquity, they selected men from the hsiang

~~W' and tang(;e}~) and only after that did they appoint _ them to office.

This system wks gradually prepared (accomplished, perfected). As for the

way of the Ch' in a nd Han dynas ties, even though it was not

the ancients, men weee still recommended from the villages

modelled after

(~~ )
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14:30b)

287, 14:30a) so that (aecruitment) was still based on a man's actions,

and with regard to the assistant officials in the chiln (commanderies)

and kuo (kingdoms), all of them were recommended by (the localities)

themselves, and only after candidates were examined on their effectiveness

(qulifications) were they ~ sent up to the royal court. As for the capital

officials, they ~re also able to seek out eminent people for their

subordinate officials. It was only in the Eastern Han dynasty that for the

first time an office for recruitment (hsUan-chih~~was established,

but the system used for the selection of men still was based on former

regulations. TSo-hSiUng(k~ recommended that a time limit be pla ced

(on recommended appointments?) and at the time no one dared to make a false

recommendation. And this is the reason why the two Han dynasties were

famed for their many scholars. fl (~
-z.("2.

In the Wei and chi. n dynasties they established the nine grades (iu-pin )

and established (the post of) chung-cheng( 'tjE:.). They were more

interested in a man's pedigree (lUn-fa~~ and rarely examined a person

for his actions and abilities. The responsibilities of the Minist ry of

Personnel (hsUan-ts'ao) became even more respected and important, and the (provincial

posts of prefect (tz'u-shih). t'ai-shon ~~ ) as well as the capital

posts of ching-yon and ta-fulYirJ~*1i were all appointed by the

ministry of personnel (li-PU):~~vertheless, in terms of the hiring of men

(pi-chao~~ and the rec"""""ndati'" of men in tha villages (hsiang-li chib

chU~ tz....~ ). there wa7.i0 change fran the old regulations.

After"1e ying-~ period~<:~ :307-313 AD). the empire became

divided and remained in confusion for more than 300 years, and dUring

this time each (of the kiIlgs) inherited a legitimate title (cheng-haoJi f-~.
(nine families) ~t~

And in general there were nine surnames, which generally did not change. J

The laws of the Wei and Chin dynasties were all in confusion, and there
praising

was little that was well gOVerl~]ha~ there is not much worth considering

(in this period). Hhether kyoi'U(ormor~ranSDrmation,good government

d d h t \-. state was on the rise orand virtue?) prevailed or not depen e on w e l~r a
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287, 14;30b) or on the decline. The three rulers of the Wei dynasty all liked

to compose verse, and in the Chin, SUt1g, Ch'i, and Liat1g (-W W.~* )
dynasties, the habit of letters was stimulated (fanned). The writing style

was not refined and phrases (writing styl~) was beautiful and pretty,
~

but the evil practice of elegance and prevarication extended down to the

Sui dynasty. Moveover, since the three dynasties of anti~ity the only

dynasty whose laws and institutions can be recommended and praised are

the house of Han, and in continuing the glories of the Han, there has been
t- what a pity!

none to compare ~'1ith our Tlang dynasty./ When t he dynasty &as first founded
-------------

we inherited the extreme evils of writing style, but it can be said that
but

288, 14:31a) we met a time (when things could be feformed), / 'the DxBJBXlliXDbaD_~tam:as.x

high ministers did not discuss methods to rectify the evil in substance

but continued in the old practices respecting i*rmxwxpxsx,imx the literary

customs. The ract that learning was not p.1rif1ed \vas truly because of this.---
If you consider the xemmXexpK past, there was never an age in which

there not people who made recolIlIlenda,tions about the selection and

recruitment (system). Sane said that because there were too many

.~/// officials the people were troobled, and they asked that the number of

~ officials be redueed.

and were concerned about rapid advancementx (in grade). Some complaiRrl
.---.../

that the selection of people for magisterial posts was taken too lightly.
V

Some said that selecting people for office on the basis of words (what they

said, wrote) was not as good as seeking people for office on the basis

of their deeds. All of these (commentators) knew what the fault was, but

they could not diS cover the cause for the problem. Why so?

If you look into the Ch'in method, then they only obtained people

for office on the basis of their knowledge of agriculture and warfare (ne~ yU

chant~~ In the Han dynasty they had tests (k.o4f'J ) on

filial piety and brobherly respect ~~ ), dilig~l in tilling

~he ~s (1i- tien11a ), worthiness and goodness (hsien-liat1g ('-a &)

h ~ 'C ) nd from time to timeand strai!?J.ttness and rectitute (fang-c eng -I]..u.- ,a



kingdoms), only 1 man would
(

speaking, at that time, the

288

(
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l4:31a) they summoned and hired these people (for office). Every
(each of)

year from the 200,000 people in/the chUn and kuo j (commanderies and
~

be recommended (kung ~ ) • Generally

number of people recommended from throughout

the empire waS scarcely more than a 100 men, so that in examining and

selecting people, they had to obtain men of talent and ability. Since that

time, things have become more complicated (burdensome) and expanded.

In our k1ai-yUan and t1ien-pao periods (HsUan-tsung 713-42, 742-56)

there were several" thousand men recOllllll~nded 1I (kung-cliUi~) in one

year, but what with family connections (munjal'J ~, military merit,

(special recommendationsLfor skill and talent, the various kinds of

clerks and petty officials, the miscellaneous categories j (of examina.' tions)

~~e hundred (kinds of) families and the thousand paths (to office)--there

were so many people obtaining office that they~ could not even

l4:31b) be recorded. Compared to the Han period, the number of officeholders
increased -------
R8xX8XKKKR~ by several tens or hundreds. How could they help but give

importance to the establishment of an office of personnel and the

creation of a number of grades or ranks, and the ests, lishment of limtts

on recruitm~nt in order to hold down (the number of officials)? It is

normal for people to want to advance, and everyone respects glory and

success. To ascend the heights, one must start from below. One has

to begin (a journey) from a near place in order to get to a distant one.

If one definitely rushes Xi (towarct¥ a goal), he will ultimately get there.

How could such a person have any time for remaining (in a lower position)

in order to compile a good record?

In the Chlin dynasty there were 40 chiln (commanderies), and %ke in the

two Han dy~sties there were over a hundred kuo (kingdoms). The prefects

(tlai-ShOU~~) were brought in:o the capital to be high ministers (kung,

Chin/e,~l. and the capital bur":'u chiefs (lang-kUan~1>~):re

sent out ~~VJhe provinces to be d1str1ct mag1strates.~xtX».~RKHXKakAK~A
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288 t l4:3lb) When it was convenient, men were put in charge of affairs.

~~1s simplified (~U~ ); there was nothing which was

a matter of right or wrong (it was not a question of people being able

to do things or not),but officials were just held responsible for

accomplishment and results. If men were entrusted (with responsibility),
---------- remuneration

they regarded it seriously, and ~xdx and encouragement was also esteemed.

At the present time (in the T'ang dynasty), the number of district

tallies comes to~ the number of chUn-hsien (districts2) has dropped

to about 8 or ~ (?). We are not able to obtain (for office?) eminent

and

He stole the

seem to be in accord with reason).

Wen-ti of the Sui dynasty was basically not a learned man.

empire and did not want to divide up his power; he abolished the right of
"::::'

the chou and chiln (magistrates) to hire (pi~ Hsubordinates on their

own authority), and he abolished the (system) of recommending (men of

talent) from the local villages (hsiang-li). All appointments of capital

men from the towns and (thus) we are not able to exclusively (control)
d badly11. ,,,'( :t~ matters so that they come Q.lt advantageous (as opposed to sickly).

I~ {jltnenever the 8 governors? (pa-Shihj\1t) or the ten-!:ien(t~ i*
~ I ~11-want to make a move, they hsve to memorialize it to a super ior. Their

~~ ~Positions are low, the respect shown them is thin, their ~ower is small,

~~~~~and their responsibilites are taken lightly; =-:an truly s;~;:t the

~~ll) :::::t:::a::e::::b:::g~ff::e:S~:f::C::te::;:::P::':°t:"::taag::'~_~:nd
fP'.Ji.o.tt'(ilJ this is truly reasonable (whet would

r:1J At first, Ts 'ui Liang~~ ) of the Later Wei dynasty became

Shang-ShU(~! ) of the Board of l'ersoIUlel (Li-pu). He did not
~

as to whetar a person was smart or dumb but only made his decisions

JOy D~ n the amount of time the man had spent in office (chlSnghae ilw2)e\.~ ~).
~ ~~ V("-, ( _ -- in lower posts rJf

~
~~ At the time everybody who had been stagnating (in office) praised his ability,

/<, l4:32a) but the loss of talent in th~-sty truly began with the

1" /1), \ adminJ;stration of Ts'ui Liang. ~'~

~~~~
lJfr'.~
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288, l4:32b) provincial officials were under the control of the Ministry

of Personnel (Li-ts 'a0). For a man to gain the ranks of officialddlm

all depended 0n the ~ih-cheng (~~'- ), and the chih-cheng

participated in (interfered in) the job of the Ministry of Personnel (Li-pu).

(

The Ministry of Personnel controlled all the power of the chouaa and chUn

LJ (pref. and di stricts). This was not in accord with (? l-tl~ the basic

intent (principle) of 8*X*Rgxxtk being most sincere in the establishment

of the state (t'i-kuo Ch'U-Cheng~\~ ) and of handling affai~s of

the world as a surrogate for Heaven (tai-t'ien li-WU~\~~~ ).
As a result, order was lost in the selection of men, and there were excessive

numbers of people who were appointed to office. How could one expect that

with a territory of 10,000 11 inwhich one bas gathered together (scholars)

from the nine streams <ChiU-Uuji k<Of learning) that the au selection

of men of talent and the appoint of them to office should be left to

the decision of the l~stry of Rites (alone)? x How could (that office)

determine who is superior and i £erior in terms of talent and action

and search for those who are free from eroor with just a short investigation?

Would they indeed make mistakes?

Later on, the officials (yu-ssu~~ ) put ~riting style as the

prime criteriron for (the selection dO men of worthx,and with regard to

distingUishing between men, they were selected (chosen) on the basis of

<their perlormance in the) shu _and p'an<! ~j :exams) • Everybody went

along wi tb the fashion(mi- jan,,~ and respected this.ureu The

stream (of learning) became muddied and confused, and that is the reason

that the~ding of the classics

neglected t1~i). Taking the examinations was the same as solving

the game of hiding an object inside a plate (SabOk~~ :!rom Han-shu).

They also esaablished standards for qualifications and establisherdanak~:y:t;m}~it.1

of quotas for recruitment (selection). They put pressure on the r~l~l'J

(Han, Ill, 122: pressured and made? regulations for advancement)
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288, 14:32a) and displayed fixed limits (deadlines, for t~(ing the exams?).
f -

They distributed (official posts) equally and cut off (the opportunity)

for people exceeding limits (regulations). They also sealed over the

names (on exam papers) and examined them, end they divided up responsibilities

(for examining candidates) among 10 officials of the personnel ministry.

What they were doing was take care of the btanch of things without clarifying

the root (basis) (of- the matter). To have put the Ministry of Personnel

~n exclusive and total charge (of recruitment) was a mistake in drawing

up xK3AtBxWmmsx standards, and to have relied on letters and composition as

the measn for selecting scholars was the least consequential of ways to

_ ~find talent; and the shu and plan eXKminationSi was also the worst of ways
V c,~

to(test ability) in letters and composition (munsa~';- • In general,
V - 7"'-... (talented)

the fundamental way of running a state is to rely on (good) men, and

the welfare (profit or harm) to the people of the fields depends on

officials and government (kwanj~ng--admiiistration). Ifyou want to discover

the proper way of managing affairs, then it depends on keeping officials,

in their posts for a long time. And the way to keep officials in their

posts for a long time depends on reducing (the number of) ranks and grades.
t.

If you want to reduce the number of ranks and grades, it depenas on the

refined (skillful) methods of selecting men for office. If you want to

be skillful in selecing men for office, it depends on reducing the number

V' of names and categories (of posts?) , so that there are few scholars while

/ there are large numbers of farmers, artisans a nd merchants. Only then

will you be able to cut down on the numbers of officials, and only then

will you be able to keep the common people at ease (secure). One ought

to consider the difference between a well-governed (state) and one in

confusion and read in detail conditions of both ancient and contemporary

times, and establish the fairest and most correct way of doing things and

rectify former mistakes. One might either permit (officials) to hire

subordinates on their own authority (pi-chao 1J) or allow a system of_______ l",
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'(hale

14:32b) recommendation. If mistakes are made (in recommendation),

you can have special punishment and rewards, and if (recommended men)

compiled good records, then evaluate them and promote them tmE or

diSIDiss them from office, in order to encourage them. Ifyou rectify these

mistakes, then the results will be achieved very qUickly, and truly

(end of Tlungtien, ch. 18)
".t.1 'J..~jj..., liith regard to

-. Hu Chi~-tang\~Jl~~said:/The evil of yearly quotas and

qualifications (nien-kle~~ 1n the selection of men for office,

(basic) intention was to govern the world (well), but (for this

set

the

and good government will be achieved. Shcdld one not strive for this?

289, 14:33a) purpose) the best thing would be to reform (these evils), but it has

never been done. How is it that the intelligence of peple does not

reach to thiS extent (that they realize this)? Generally speaking it is

because people cannot be without private feelirgs (favoritism) that

when they judge other men they cannot do it fairly 9 (kung--in public spirit).

And it also stems from the fact that being unable to know other men, they

are also unable to know (how to)vvaluate people. For that reason they

prefer to turn things aer to established law (methods), inWhich they

believe that out of every 10 men they will be able to get 5 good ones,

and that is all. Even though it is not possible to carry out a thorough

reform, .......,.::~ Shen Chi-Ch'i(,7J£ft~
recommended, one can also rectify the evils. Nevertheless, in thiS world

../ there are no evt that cannot be reforme~ (t!t"~ <f''!5 $ L~.
~Ui Liau:.~*> and -':'ei Kuang-ting~J(:1i.. labolished in one day

V ~ good laws of the chou and Han dynasties, so how is a problem to

change what these two men established? The conduct of good government

depends on good men. If you have good men, than good government can

be carried out. The basis (of government), then, depends on~
whether or not
at a ruler has the intention of loving the peopl~

I note that the recommendations (discussion) of Shen Chi-chli discussed

in detail mat:a:trs of ancient times and the preseltt. He was not bound by
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are concerned, they should be allowed to select and hire them themselves---_..-

(hS~an-Pi~~~)' and importance should be placed on laws pertaining

to rewards and pJnishments. It definitely ought to be done like this.

l4:33b)

289, 14:33a) recent regulations. He analyzed what was of advantage and

what was harmful and profoundly was faithful to the circumstances,
and true

and what he wrote was extremely important/for rectifying the extreme

evils that arose in later ages. Nevertheless, if you are only able to

\

'regUlate the ,,,orld by creating institutional forms (hsing-chih ~ffi,Pbut

do not know how to penetrate the world in order to transform it through

teaChing (chiao-hua, kyohwa), then you will not be able to do a thorough

job. If you want to govern the W)rld tempire) well, then the chief and

( assistant officials of the capital bureaus, the chou and the chiln should

\ be selected and appointed at court, and as far as their subordinates and assistants

I

However, it is necessary to promote the schools and create the habit of-acting in conformity with li (propiety), and haVing the Villages

and local communities (hsiang-tang) select men (for office). Only after it

is done like this, will you get it (have it right).

-in the reign of T(e;;i; Jl,0;J.0S), LU Chih(J~~) became the

t'ung-p'ing chang-shih( ~-I ,".§I ) and he submitted a memorial

which said: The most urgent aspect of the proper way of governing(a state)

depends on obtaianng good men, but the difficulty of knowing good men is

such that even sages and philosophers find it difficult. If you listen

to what a man says, then you still cannot guarantee his behaVior. If

you look for people with proper behaVior, then you possibly might leave

behind men of talent. If only only evaluate a man's performance and

effort, then deception and lying will flouris~ and there will rarely

be any straightforward and straight <i¥BJPI square) men who will advance.

If you go along with (rumors) of a manls reputation, then there will

be an increase in competittion and chasing around .eng men, and there

will more scholars who are stagnating (in low posts) and in reti~ent (than



14:34a

J

J
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289j, l4:33b) you can count). It is necessary to prepare a detailed

(report) of the essentials and the less essential (root and branch) and

examine the will and behavior (of a Person), and only after that will

you be able to know aaa which men preserve the proper way and have talents
tolerate

that can be used. You should not allow people who search for reputation

and disguise themselves to practice deception (lying). This is the reason

why they had the law (method) of Village recOl1lllendation (hsiang-li chU-hsUan)
,...------- ---- ...:::>

in fQrmer ages and the system of allowing seni or officials to hire (their
,-------------

own subordinates). This is the reason why by clarifying the examinations

on the classics, broadening the search for talented men, providing guarantees

(proof) of behavior and ability, the need for people to rush around (in pursuit

of official posts) is eased. In the past, kn the Chou dYnasty, Po ? (1'~ ~ )
) was appointed t'ai.p'U(i\~t l, He was ordered: Be careful in choosing

your subordinates. Do not (choose them) on
_ ins1nua tL:":i'-:ng=-=---:c::-:o=u::n:-'t"'e::-:na::-::-:n~c::-:e:-----4-16.----------(!-5 ~ ), their pleasing facial appearance ~ t.:::::..J), their use of

__flatte~~f& fiA, or ~eir insinuating 100~S(1J"JJ..e ). Just choose
,~~~ J~~ proofj(evidence)

good men (kilsa ?- '1:' ). On the basis of this then (we can see)/that
~ ~ appointed

ancient dynasties (ro,al courts) BxHexaB their important officials

and their important officials were able to select their own subofdinate
"await

officials. While I HllSXD'Ktt*B8 t'unishment for crime"as Prime Minister

(tsai-hsiang), I recommeni to the throne that we should establish a sys tern

for searching for talented men and investigating officials. What this

would be is that the chief officials of the various bureaus, to~e~~,

with their,""""" assistants and the posts of Iwng.feng(,,*~~
the liang-sheng (~ ) combined should conduct an investigation

of effort and performance on the job, and we shOUld increase our

enoouragement and appointment of (good men), and the prime minister
to the throne

should recommend these people/for appointment to office. As for other

;;;;ts, such a 5--:;;:subordinate officials of the tai:'hengq~+-.€, 1

request that we entrust it to the chief officials (of these agencies) to



\
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289, l4:34a) to select them and to draw up a document which ita points out
and true abilities

their E%Ka talents/~nd memorialize it to the throne for approval.

( And once a person has been~, it should stand as a guarantee

~ for him for t he rest of his life. And in each letter of recommendat ion, there

shall be contained a description of the circumstances leading to the

recommendation and appointment. If an outstanding man is obtained, then

upgrade his evaluation and increase his rank. If a man is not what he

was cracked up to be (SilSil~~)' then take away his salary and fine

him. (If am man is good), then reward and promote him as soon as p~sible,.--
14:34b) and if he errs, then dismiss him right away. And do not stop

r---------------------
just with recommending and appointing people to lower positions, but

you should also examine and test the important officials. The purpose of

this is to see what kind of x men were recommended who in previous

(letters of recommendation?) were said to have been outstanding.

Te-sung then ordered that this be carried out, but in a short time

(after a short time) somebody said to the emperor: "All the people recommended

by the various burweaus have been recommended on the basis of personal feeling

(favoritism), and for that reason we have not abtained able and talented

men. liThe emperor then secretly (privatelJ) said to :t.t LU Chih: "From now

f- on I am changing (this system of)XBEmmmR appointment. You should

\ select men for office yourself and do not entrust it to the (chiefs of)

the various bureaus."

~ also memorialized: The system of this dYnasty calls for

!i\IJ#~iimperial appointments of all officials of rank x 5 and up, and the

prime minister Rix£HSXBXBXiBxsxkixxB should offer his opinion on them.

As for officials of rank 6 and below, they are appointed by a chih( ~ ).

The Board of Per~nnel selects men of talent and appoints them to office (shu

Chili. The imperial order (ChaO-Chih~~) has the character, "1

have heard" (I approve) written on it. (note: (~ ) is pronounced

with a falling tone. men(li:;) ) means chou-men~lf The kaO-shent. }

office warrant of official~of rank 6 and bel~l~ ve the character, en, on it.



bureaucratic appointments, in Tl ang -91- imgwan kos~H

as well as common rank could not be carried out unless it had the approval

road liJfj;

In the k1ai-y"uan period (713-42, HsUan-tsung), the posts of

Chi-Chfj~/!;;J. YU-PO?<:II!IJ. and yU-Shih<~~ seem

all to have been included in the Ministry of Personnel (Hsttan-ts1ao>.

After this time :tka favored officials gained~otrol of the court and
~~ ~

away with fair recoDlBendations (kung-chU /;t /~ ) and carried cut
favots

(appointments) on the basis of personal XRXRxstt (favoritism).

Appointments to high posts (Chou-hsing, the road to Chou, royal

did

of the prime minister at the time. At the present time, since my

recommendations have been carried out, there have been xaE scarcely

a dozen men (recommended for office). With regard to their qualifications

and repuations, there is nothing to be ashamed about, and with regard

to their actions and abilities, I have not heard of any wrongdoing or

290, 14:35a deficiencies,SixEKgxRM but some people who are discussing thiS question

are qUick to speak out and bother the emperor1s sage intelligence. From

this one can understand also that it is dffficult to carry out the (proper)

way. I request that those people who are complaining be directed to

write out tBe'i"t'1D~tJrim:ts facts and to verify what is true or false.

Anybody who has made a 3 bad recommendation (of an official) should be

punished, and anybody who has falsely said someone was good (when he was

bad) skL~ should be held responsible. If the name of the, main person

involved (the recommendor?) is not revealed, it is not pesible to distinguish

or investigate (punish) people. If both the bent and the straight XXK
bow

(coins) are strung on the same string, then Da:r. will people have :til faith

(in the value of a string of cash)? Furthe~ore, there are only a few

prime ministers (chief ministers, tsai-hsaang), so how would they be able
be fully acqqainted with must

to know too many scholars (ppople)? One skEvtS by right investigate

(candidates) from many aspects and question them. If a system ~f public

selection is converted to a private one (based on familiarity and

vaforitism), then human feelings will definitely playa large role.



With regard (to distinguishing) the

bureaucratic appointments, in T1ang -92-

290, 14:35a) Moreover, the tsai-hsiang (prime ministera, chief ministers
today used to be

of state) of Ek~BIPJ~XXUJ;the chief officials of
.~ l~. (before they were promoted)

the tai and sheng ( t~/1ZJ )m~ of the pc$ t, while the chief

officials of the tai a nd sheng today will be the tsai-Bsiang (prime ministers)

of the future. (They a re the same men:) it is only their office titles

that have changed. If their actions and performance were not outstanding

they became chief officials how would they not be able to recommend one
but

or two of their subordinate officials, KKK when they attainea the position
would be able (all of a sudden qualified)

of tsai-hsiang, they~ to select all their subordinate

officials? The reason why there is such anxious debate over this is

because there is much confused thinking about it. General~ speaking, a
~

man ,mo holds a high position (ts,ln-che ~~ is in charge of the

essential matters (ling chi yaofj1ltt, while those who occupy low

P:ii;~f~'*:t741i1iti:~ :::s:: :~a~:.rulers

select their ministers and their ministe;~lect the bureau chiefs, and

~
the bureau chiefs select their assistants and subordinate officials. The

greater and more exaleed the responsibilities, the fewer the number of

l4:35b) people selected (by an official). As the process of examining

people gradually descends, the matter of recommending (inferiors)

gradually is taken more lightly. In appointing am advancing people

into office, you should not violate the requirements of order (rank), and

in selecting people for office, you shouW not err in the categories

of men (outstandi~or stupid).

types of men (ryu Z\ :whether smart or dumb), you have to know in
,~.L

detail what their actual behavior is, and when you have rank order, then

you close off opportunities for people making requests for office. If you

want to strive to obtain the best men, there is no easier method than thiS.

In searching for talent you should emphasize a broad investigation (of men)
and in examining and testing people,

and &X*~xsa¥KK'~K%~~~••~ you should emphasize thoroughness.


